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College to
change its
irLirLimum
By Kristen Vasas
REPORTER

"Did you hear? The College of
Business is changing their requirements for the next school year.
They're making the courses even
harder than before."
Over the last few weeks, these
types of rumors have been spreading from student-to-student like
a disease Although gossip is fun,
these stories are just that misunderstandings and tall-tales.
While it is true that the college of
business is changing its core curricula, the changes are actually going
to make it easier for the students.
Originally, the College of
Business had eight core classes in
which students were expected to
receive a minimum PPC GPA of
225, which means that the GPA
was calculated only through the

A Closer Look

BUSINESS, PAGE 8

Check out where USG candidates stand

8y Nick Carrabine
REPORTER

Presidential Candidates:
lim Wasil (Vice- Chelsea Howard)
Bernard Little (Vice- Kristen Kulbis)
Pedro Machado (Vice- Andrew Wuebold)

Current roles on campus:

Former Ford
staffer visits
to talk about
staying vital
By Laura Collins
REPORTER

Public health has proved
to be an important issue at
the University.
The seventh annual Ned E.
Baker Lecture in Public Health
took place Friday in Olscamp
Hall, featuring speaker David
Matthews, the president, chief
executive officer and trustee
of the Kettering Foundation,
a research organization that
studies the concerns about
public health.
Matthews also served as
the U.S. Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare during
the Ford administration.
In the lecture "Engaging

Jim: Co-Chair of College Republicans, Phi
Delta Theta. Phi Sigma Pi
Bernard: Vice President of USG, Vice
President of recruitment for Alpha Sigma
Phi, Homecoming Royalty Chair, Summer
Orientation Leader, Member of University
Discipline Committee, member of Cm
Leadership Team
Pedro: Army ROTC, Sport Management
Alliance, BGSU Rugby Football club

Leadership skills:
lim/Chdsca: We both are dedicated, hard
working, we like to bring a lot of new ideas
to USG, we want to fix some problems, and
help students become more aware of solving problems.
Bemard/Kristen: Teamwork, great communication skills, great organization skills,
and time-management
Pedro/Andrew: Through Army, we are
taught how to lead and work under stressful
situations. Army has taught me a lot of values and those values include loyalty, duty,
respect, selfless service, honor, integrity and
personal courage.

Issues:
1) BIG Charge and Bursar

llm/Chelsea: We are for the One-Card bur-

sar plan which would be more of a debit
card, it would include free checking, serve
as a meal plan as well as the students' I.D.
card. It would offer refund checks which
could save the University money.
Bemard/Kristen: We want to keep around
the bursar and BIG Charge for students
But we want to make sure the students are
going to be included no matter what decision is made. We don't want students to be
surprised.
Pedro/Andrew: I am completely against
the new system, I think we should keep it
the way it is, and this affects not only students, but student organizations as well.

HOW TO VOTE
Select the students who'll represent you, the undergraduate,
in the USG election online. It
begins today at 8 a.m., lasting
through Wednesday at 8 a.m.
Winners will be announced on
Thursday at 12:45 p.m. in front
of the Union
■ Look for the election' link on
www.bgsu.edu
■ Have your P0# ready to go,
it's needed to record all student votes online

2) Student Organization Funding
Jim/Chelsea- We want to re-write the rules;
we want to increase die knowledge of
fundraising and team up with off-campus
organizations and build a relationship with
them. A lot of students are not happy with
what they are receiving.
Bemard/Kristen: We have put on forums
and brought in national speakers to help
promote successful fundraising, we are
working for more funding by showing the
administration that we are serious.
Pedro/Andrew: Right now, the rules are
unclear on how all the money is distributed.
What 1 would like to do is distribute money
equally to every organization on campus,
but it would depend on how many members would be in the organizations, it would
be a proportional distribution.
3) Higher Education Funding and Think Ohio
Jim/Chelsea: We want to encourage more
students
CANDIDATES. PAGE 2

HEALTH, PAGE 2

CARDBOARD CITY

Graduate students elect
new leaders for senate
By Heaghan Geraghty
REPORTER

MM Flow BGItews
THINKING INSIDE THE BOX: Mason Cheney (inside) discusses construction options with Chad
Sheline about a roof problem for their box house. They stayed overnight this weekend in Box City to
experience how the homeless live and to raise money for Habitat for Humanity.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

™B0*

As the end of the academic year
looms ahead, the University's
Graduate Strident Senate elected
its new leadership Friday afternoon. Positions filled during the
election included those of vicepresident, secretary, treasurer,
and two spots for GSS representative-at-large.
Current GSS president Zach
Hilpert offered compliments
to the newly elected president,
Deanna Vatan Woodhouse.
"Deanna needs no words of
advice from me; she is more than
capable of leading [GSS], and we
are all extremely lucky to have a
leader like her." said Hilpert
Woodhouse, a University doctoral student in higher education
administration, offered her goals
for the coming term amid hugs
of support and congratulations
from fellow graduate students.
Those goals include changes
in communication through bet-

"/ view BGSU as my
laboratory, and I
want to change how
grad students are
treated and increase
involvement."
DEANNA WOODHOUSE, NEW GSS
PRESIDENT

ter PR, stronger collaboration
between councils, and better
advocacy of issues.
"You can't complain if you're
not involved," Woodhouse said.
"1 view BGSU as my laboratory, and I want to change how
grad students are treated and
increase involvement."
Laying out additional goals for
GSS, Woodhouse hopes to further the credibility and presence
of GSS on campus in the coming year. She believes this can
be done by listening to general
"campus talk" and keeping lines

of communication open.
Other issues on the GSS agenda included the discussion, vote
and eventual passage of a recommendation for the University
to create a veterans and armed
forces committee. This request,
submitted in part by representative-at-large Stephen Swanson, is
to help identity the unique needs
of University students who have
served or are currently serving, in
all branches of the armed forces.
Swanson explained his reasoning behind the legislation: "1
didn't know that both veterans
and those serving on active duty
face so many problems as students. One example of veterans
slipping through the cracks of
the system is when a 25 year-old
has to spend his first year on
campus living in a dorm."
And while there is a Veteran
Affairs office located on campus.
Swanson believes that the office
SSS. PAGE 8
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Get informed: USG candidates open up
CANDIDATES, FROM PAGE 1

to visit, high schools to inform students about tin' costs of coflegs
we want to got iiKirv involved and
also get politicians to come to
campus to let tlii'in know that
diey aiv not doing the Ixst job.
and we haw the connections to
do so.
Beroard/Kiinen: We want to continue tn let legislators know that
we are taking education funding
seriously we want to educate
families of"high school students to
talk to legislators as well. We want
to lower tuition without anting
sen ii es th.it the campus provides
such as health center, the tec. and
computer labs.
I'edro/Anilrew: We want to
work with Think Ohio to reduce
tuition costs.
4) Mid-semester teacher pals
lim/Chclsea: We do not want
mid-semester polling because
a lot can change in a half of a
semester, however we arc working to make those evaluations
open to the public for free so students can look up infonnation
on how teachers teach. If teachers are not performing well the
University should take note
Bernard/Kristen: No one looks
at the current evaluations until
summer ami they are not taken
too seriously We think students
should lie ahle n i evaluate teach erslialfway through the semester,
That way ii professors sea a patUrn of students not understanding things, they can change their
style mid- semester. Students'
names would remain anonymous so it wouldn't affect their
relationship with teachers.
I'edm/Andrew: If it is proven
to lie a good idea, then I would
implement it. Sometimes students need to express their feelings towards teachers in order for
teachers to change their ways.
5) Budget and Tuition
lim/Chclsea: We need to look at
the liudget and make infonnation as public as possible to make
students aware of where their
money is actually going. I Ix't if a
lot of students knew where their
money was going, they would not
he too happy
lleniard/Kristen: We want to say
we an' lowering tuition, but it is a

Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2007
Call 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccab9.c0n-

problem because our university
fortunately provides us with so
many services that other universities do not. So it is hard to lower
tuition without cutting services. If
there is a w-ay though, we would
love to
Pedro/Andrew: V* are taking a
look at the University and state
budget. I am not afraid to call the
congressman or the governor and
ask for funding.
6) Student Rights

|inr( helsea: Students are not
being informed with what tlieir
rights are and we want them
to be more informed, Victims
Advocate lias been taken away
and also we would like to see
more students voting.
liemard/Kristen: In the beginning of every year students are
given handliooks with all of their
rights inside of it. it just needs
more advertisement. Wc still have
individuals on campus that can
help students. Also we would like
to see more students have a voice
ic i decide what their rights are
Pedro/Andrew: I plan one-mailing every student once a month
to inform them what USG has
done in the past month and
what we plan to do. If students
have any problems or concerns
they can bring their problem to
me and I will help them. In the
I all I want to speak to die entire
freshman class and tell them
they are not alone and if they
have problems to let them know
that I will help.
7) BGSU/Crty Relations

lim/ChcLsea: Over HO percent of
the city is students and they are
being left out of the important
issues that die city is covering,
such as zoning. V* want to get
property rezoned because students do not want to live in a fourbedroom house widi only three
people, it is too expensive. The
parly nuisance law is unfair. V*
want to work with student services to clear things up ami find
middle ground with the other 20
percent of die population. We
want the city relations board to
IH' more involved as well.
Ik'mard/KristemUi'have already
started making positive steps Uiis
year. We have monthly meetings
with the mayor and it's a matter of
keeping these relations going. We

+

have better communication with
die city this year than last year
because we have been strong
widi the city.
Pedro/Andrew: I want to
work with the Zoning and
Party Nuisance laws. We are
in college — there is no way
to stop partying.
8) Student Health Center
lim/Chelsea: This issue has not
been well-researched — the budget is too tight to staff enough
doctors and workers to keep the
health center open on the weekend. If there were room on the
budget we would like to take care
of the issue, but for now it is a very
expensive idea
Bernard/Kristen: We are privileged to have Wood County
Hospital nearby; it all comes down
to money. Can we afford to open
it and if we could, would we have
to make cuts. 1 would love tosee
this hap|»n, but I am sure some
things would have to go, and right
now financially we can't.
Pedro/Andrew: We need the
health center open on the weekends, people get sick on the weekends. Over 6,000 students live on
campus and most do not have
transportation. How can they
get to the hospital if something
were to happen? Care has to be
provided and students deserve
to receive care for what they arc
[laying for.
9) Student Health Insurance
|im/( '.helsea: V\fc want to make
sure that the health insurance is
going to be for the greater good
of students and that it will benefit
most of the students We aren't
sure if the trustees took the correct channels in getting this new
policy — student trustees were
not allowed to vote — and we
want to work with the state to see
what we can da
Bernard/Kristen:The University
is making health insurance to
students mandatory for good
reasons, all students and teachers should be covered in case
something happens. I want
people to know that if you do
not agree with what the health
insurance on campus provides,
they can choose another healdi
insurance, as long as they are
covered, and the University has
made that clear

Pedro/Andrew: The mandatory
plan should be basic, not everyone agrees or even needs what it
may offer. Every student shouldn't
have to pay for what is offered,
but if some people want to add
on they should haw that right.
Also the amount is too much
money; people on financial aid
may not be able to afford it
Other issues
lim/Chelsea: Shuttle service:
V* want to run the shuttle to
downtown BG especially during
weekends, routes would be much
more effective and we may even
be able to get more advertisements on die bus because right
now all die funding from shuttle
service is being paid from parking
tickets on campus
Parking: On-campus meters are
tpo inconstant with time limits
and changing, most only use
quarters while off campus you
can use climes and nickels
Recycling: Try to find more facilities on campus for recycling
— the key is to make it easier for
students to recycle, because if it's
easy, they will do it
Bernard/Kristen: Travel policy:
The University is looking into
having travel policies for students
going on field trips, and we want
the students to have input in
these decisions and to make sure
that the University Is sharing the
field trip opportunities.
Pedro/Andrew: MyBGSU: A lot
of professors arc still not using it
and I would make it mandatory
because it provides everything
you need by just a dick of a button. It improves learning.
last comments

Inn/Chelsea: We want to
focus on thinking outside of
the box, and be more proactive and apply pressure to
faculty and politicians.
Bernard/Kristen: I think whoever
wins will do a great job Being
USG president is not easy because
you have to put down your personal problems and fight for the
students no matter how you feel
about the situation. It all comes
down to the students
Pedro/Andrew: We arc qualified
candidates and have proven leadership skills We want to be here
and have the skills to perform the
job so vote for Pedro.

American
Red Cross

oriiriiT

BGNEWS
BRIEFING
IKE BG HEWS

The BG News wins
eight SPJ awards

For the second straight year,
and third time in the past four
years. The BG News has been
named the best all-around daily
student newspaper in region 4
by the Society of Professional
loiimalists.
The nation is divided into 12
regions by SPI for their "Mark of
Excellence Awards" in student
journalism. Region 4 comprises
Michigan, Ohio. West Virginia
and western Pennsylvania.
In addition to die all-around
award, seven. BG News staff
members won various writing
and photography awards.
Three staff members won

first place in their respective categories, making them
semifinalists for SPJ's national
"Mark of Excellence" awards,
which will be announced in
late August at the national convention In Chicago
Campus news editor Bridget
Tharp won first place in general news for her coverage of the
October 2005 riots in Toledo.
Editor-in-Chief Bob Moser
won first place in in-depth
reporting for his April 2005
story about student-residents
of The Enclave's buildings 8
and 9 who weren't told they'd
be living next to a pig slaughterhouse before they moved
in.
And photographer Josh
Phillips won first place in sports
photography for his shot of the
women's soccer team embracing one another, moments
after winning the MAC championship in November 2005.

Citizens vital for
health decisions
HEALTH, FROM PAGE 1

the Public in Public Health,"
Matthews used a combination
of research and story-telling
to discuss current issues surrounding public health.
"I'd like to tell you some stories," he said, "i'm southern,
we're story-tellers."
He addressed "troubling
trends" in public health. First,
he said there is a polarization of
the political system concerning
public health. To illustrate this,
he used an example about an
agency trying to decide how to
fix the problem of smog in their
city. He said the polarization
within the organization about
how to remedy the situation
almost shut it down.
One member of the organization decided to hold forums
and tell the public about the
problem and the possible solutions so they can have an input
on what should be done.
"It proved that, when
informed, the public can
make a reasonable decision,"
Matthews said.
Next, he said there needs
to be an increasing awareness of the limits of technology in medicine.
"Some diseases are not

responsive to even our best
technology," he said. Through
another story he showed that
holding town meetings and
informing the public about
common health problems and
preventative options can help
reverse trends.
Matthews expressed the
importance of including the
public in public health decisions and education them on
the issues.
"The public is a citizenry that
have to be engaged, it is not out
there pre-existent," he said.
L. Fleming Fallon, professor at the University and Ned
E. Baker Lecture Advisory
Committee
chair,
said
Matthews' lecture delivered
an important message.
"He shared the importance
of getting people to think rather than telling them what to
think," Fallon said.
Aubrey Whewell, former
University student, now works
for the American Cancer
Society. She came to the lecture as a way to continue her
education in public health, but
thought the lecture could have
been better.
"I liked the story-telling,"
Whewell said, "but I would have
liked a little more guidance on
the issues he discussed."

B.6. TRANSIT IS PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
AVAILABLE TO ANYONE.
This service is supported by the (ity of Bowling Green and is
financed in part through an operating grant from ODOT G f TA.

Management Inc.
11 ill-cl.ili- Apts.

los2 Pairview Avc
1 &2bdrms/3bdrm limit
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/Dryers in
2/3 bdmi./Internet special/
Carports/BOSU Bus Shuttle

Monday-Friday 6:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Saturday
10:00 a.m. to <t:00 p.m.

CfTirtiT

M.50 (ait:

,™«*:

Persons'I-6'I yrs of aqe

Sl.25fare: Seniors (65.),Disabled

^

Management Inc.
HdozsHc

7io N. Enterprise
I & 2 Nli 111 apl.

Dishwashcr/GarbageDisposal
A.C.Masher. Dryer in 2 rxlrnis.
Free Intemet/walk to Campus

Management Inc.
403/405 S. Church
2 txlrin Apl/ 2 bilrin Tvvnh
I balh/close to downlown

/(!BgCA
Management Inc.
215 K. Pot
Eft". I txlrm / 2 hdrms
Starting at S2SS/nw
Laundry on site
15 minute walk to campus
BGSU Bus Route

<«f|£CA

Management inc.
Trey Aubrey
H42/846/KS0 Seventh St.
Two slory duplexes
) bdrm/2 baihs/dishwasher/
garbage disposal Aircondilion/
I..iiiiuli> on site

Stop by rha
at 1045 N Main St.
or check website
www.meccaba.com

Bowling Green State University
and the American Tied Cross
Blood Drive
April 10-13, 2006
11:00am-5:00pm
Student Union
Multi Purpose Room

Children Ci-I3yrs old)"
Children under K ride for free

l-800-579-'.299
"Your ride around town"

l DID IT! YOU CAN, TOO!!

Come to the drive and get .
a pint of ice cream f

Learn how to apply for the $4,000
University Bookstore Undergraduate
Community Engagement Scholarship
at a POSTER SESSION
by the 2005-2006 recipients
Myron Lewis ■
Tristan Ula
Nicole Messmore
Amber Veatch
James Myers
Andrea Whitmer
Meg Peters
Micahel Zaslavsky
Jennifer Stacy

A partnership ofAmerican Red Cross
and Dining Services.

Visit with the students and learn about their
community service projects!
Howen-'l hompson Student Union
Monday, April 10, 2006
1:00 p.m. -4:00 p.m.
University Bookstore Entrance - First Floor
Applications for 2006-2007 will be available

DEADLINE TODAY!!!

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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STUDENTS PREPARED FOR THE WORKFORCE
CARBONDALE, 111. (U-Wire) — A survey of Illinois
employers found the majority are pleased with graduates
entering the workforce, but that universities could better
prepare students. An employer satisfaction survey found
65 percent of employers say the state university system
is good or excellent at preparing students.

CAMPUS

Universities offer deals for full-time students
Busy schedules,
financial burdens
make college hard
By lames M. O'Neill
Km

By day, Katie Colvin works full
time as a secretary at a downtown
Dallas law firm. At night, she goes
to college.
She originally enrolled pan
time, but when the University of
Texas at Dallas changed its tuition
schedule last year to charge more
per credit hour for pan-time students, Colvin adjusted, braving
a full load of five courses, or 15
credits, this semester.
After work, the Keller resident
wo uldbattletherush-hour exodus
north on Central Expressway to
the UTD campus in Richardson.
She fell behind in school. By
February, she decided to drop
three courses — losing nearly
$2,000 in tuition. "It was really
frustrating, because I really
enjoyed those courses," the 21year-old said.
Now, with UTD again raising
tuition more steeply for pan-timers than full-time students, Colvin
faces even bigger obstacles.
"Next semester it will cost
me even more. I really worry
because I have two years to
go," she said. She already owes
$35,000 in loans.
Colvin is among a growing
group of part-time students frustrated by the tuition changes at

UT-Dallas and the University of
Texas at Arlington, saying they
can't enroll full time because of
their jobs.
The two universities have
adopted a new pricing structure designed to help recoup the
steeper cost of educating parttimers, and to help prod parttimers to take a full load, so they
can speed their way to a degree
and save money in the long term.
Pushing students to graduate
faster also frees up classroom
slots and helps the universities
absorb sharp growth each year.
CallittheSam'sClubapproach
to tuition buy in bulk and save.
This fall, undergraduates who
take six credit hours will pay
$277 per credit, while those taking 15 credit hours would pay
only $217 per credit. Tuition for
the six-credit students would
jump about 29 percent, or $371
a semester, while tuition for
15-credit students would rise
a more modest 4.6 percent, or
$143 per semester.
But some students who live on
their own and pay their tuition
insist they can't possibly take a full
course load to enjoy the savings.

FINANCIAL AID
Conceding that point, UTDallas this week announced several increases in its financial aid
programs for part-time students.
"Some of them are among our
most vulnerable students economically and we feel an obli-

gation to shield them from the
full impact" of the coming tuition
hikes, UT-Dallas president David
E. Daniel said.
UT-Dallas officials also say
some part-timers have their
tuition covered by employers.
That's true, but those paying
their own way say they still feel
the pinch.
Graduate student Mindy Nail,
25, works days for an insurance company. Her company
pays $2,500 toward her degree
each year, and she pays about
$5,000. "The tuition increases
are frustrating," she said, "but
it's not an option for me to take
classes full time."
Jennifer Rile)1,27. works days as
head of inventory loss prevention
for a retailer, and takes classes
toward her accounting degree
three nights a week. She is taking eight credits this semester
and plans to take nine in the fall.
She pays her own tuition and has
accumulated about $40,000 in
snident loans
"It's frustrating," she said of
the tuition hikes, "but not surprising." She said the university talks about accommodating its working adult students,
but she has not seen that. "I've
had academic advisers ask why
I couldn't take courses I needed
during the day. They say, 'Can't
you talk to your boss to get more
flexible hours?' And I'm like, 'No,
are you kidding?'"
Colvin expressed similar frus-

Nanotechnology leads way
for medicine breakthrou^is
By Karl Peterson
U-WIBf

AMES, Iowa—A new development in technology has the
potential to change medicine forever.
Dr. Victor Shang-Yi Un, associate professor of chemistry at
Iowa State University, and his
research group are developing
a nanotechnology platform that
could have a profound effect on
disciplines ranging from cancer
treatment to genetic research.
Lin's work involves materials
called mesoporous silica nanospheres. These structures, with a
particle diameter less then onehundredth that of a strand of
human hair, contain numerous
duct-like channels The channels
present a unique opportunity for
nanoscopic chemical storage
and delivery, whether the payload is anti-tumor drugs, nutrients or custom genetic material.
"Our ultimate goal is to use
these structures like a Trojan
horse," Un said. "The idea is that
we can hide different drugs or
imaging agents inside"
When the passenger chemicals are securely contained in the
nanostructure, it becomes much

easier to deliver them in a very
precise manner to plant or animal cells.
The delivery of chemotherapy drugs to the tumor sites of
cancer patients is one example
of how it can benefit doctors
and patients.
"The problem with anti-tumor
drugs is that they do not only kill
tumor cells," Un said.
Cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy have long
experienced debilitating and
dangerous side effects when the
healthy cells of their body are
attacked by anti- tumor drugs,
but Un has found that porous
nanostructures offer a new way
to approach the problem.
"One way to circumvent die
problem is to have a carrier that
will actually deliver this drug
selectively to the tumor site without hurting the normal cells ...
that's the holy grail," Un said.
For the nanospheres to function effectively as carriers, they
must be capable of entering a
cell without being destroyed,
fortunately, investigation of this
question has provided promising results.
"Our particles rum out to be

very biocomparible," Iin said.

The main focus of Lin's current research is the development
of mechanisms that hold the
drugs inside the nanostructures
and prevent them from being
released where they may be
unwanted or harmful.
"For this we put different
(chemical! groups on the end.
We can use tliese groups as gatekeepers," Un said.
He is investigating several
ways in which these chemical
gates can be controlled. One
recent success has been the
use of magnetically charged
chemicals. Lin and his graduate assistants, Supratim Giri
atid Brian Trewyn, graduate
students in chemistry, have
demonstrated that an external
magnet can be used to direct
the nanospheres and deliver
the drug with great accuracy.
"The whole structure is
attracted to a magnet, and when
a magnet comes near the caps,
the gates open," Lin said.
The research group is now
focusing on a new method in
which the nanospheres release
drugs in tumor cells only, without
the need for external control.

Irwm Thompson KRT Photo
COSTLY CLASSES: Katie Colvin, 21, a fifth-year student at the University ot Texas in Dallas, Texas. She majors
in history and literary studies and works full time, but pays more to attend the university part time.

tration. She said she will only
be able to take two courses this
fall even if she wants to handle
a full load. That's because only
four courses she needs to complete her degree will be offered at
night. One she already took, and
two others are scheduled at the
same time.
The concerns of pan-timers highlight conflicting goals
for the UT system. On the one
hand, there is a desire to improve
graduation rates and shorten

get a

Tife

calendar of events

The calendar of events is taken from
http-7/events.bgsiLedu/
To submit an event, e-mail
vncws@bgnewsxom with the time,
place and a contact's telephone
number. Printing not guaranteed.
8 a.m.
Undergraduate Student Government
Elections
We online, wvwt.bpu.edu
tote for the USG President. Vice President
and Senators lor the 2006-2007 school year.
For more information contact: usg@bgsu.edu

student time to graduation. Hut
the system also wants to improve
enrollment for minority students,
particularly llispanics, many of
whom must work full time to pay
for college.

OTHER STRATEGIES
Most universities in the UT
system have shied from raising
tuition rates in the manner of
UT-Arlington and UT-Dallas,
adopting different strategies to
help working students graduate

11 a.m ■ 1:30 p.m.
2006 BGSU Rock Paper. Scissors
Championship
Sponsored by Creed on Campus
UnionLooby

more quickly
UT-Brownsville, for instance,
which enrolls a high percentage
of I lispanics because of its location, has avoided using higher
tuition rates for part-timers. UTHrownsville president Juliet V
Gada noted that 4H percent ol
undergraduates there are parttimers. "Our ability to provide
education to those students is
vital in the economic well-being
of the community," she said In
an e-mail.

316 Union
2:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
UPS Recruiting Table
Sponsored by Career Center
UnkmLobby

11 a.m.-3 pm
"Once a Falcon. Always a Falcon" SAC
Scholarship
Sponsored by Student Alumni Connection
Union Lobby

3 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Student Employee Appreciation & Awards
Reception
Student Employee ol the Year award recipients will be announced at this reception and
celebration lor all BGSU students who work. 1
you plan to attend, please call 372-2356.
For more information, please contact: Linda
Sr/kwny 372-2610
101 Olscamp Hall

11:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Die Jump Off
Sponsored by Dry Dock
Unionlobby
1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Bookstore Engagement Scholarship
Presentation
Sponsored by Arts & Sciences
UmonLctiby

1:30 pm
BG©100 Open Forum
A forum will be held to provide an update on
the BG@100 project. All staff, faculty and
students are welcome to attend

8 p.m
Music at the Forefront: John Cheek, piano
Music at the Forefront, a showcase for new
and exciting performers of contemporary
music, will feature pianist John Cheek, a
professor of music at Lenoir-Rhyne College
in Hickory, N.C. The event is free and open
to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Ms
Center

Free Movie:
King Kong

Tuesday- April
Friday- April 14th
Sunday- April 16th
206 Bowen - Thompson

Student Union Theatre
9:30PM
Presented by UAO
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/uao or call (419) 372-2486

Bring in this coupon and SAVE!

$35 OFF
Your Rent par unit on any

2 Bedroom Apartment
listed below at Campbell Hill Apts.

:

GREENBRIAR, INC.
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH

#92,94,98.117,113,122

1419)352-0717
.

www.greenbri8rrentals.com
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Get informed: USG candidates open up
CANDIDATES. FROM PAGE 1

lo visit high schools to inform students about the costs of college,
we want to get mote involved and
,ilso gel politk ians lo come to
campus in let them know ih,n
the) are not doing the best jobs
and we have ihr connections i<>
do so.
Bemard/Krlsten: We want to continue in let legislators know thai
we are taking education Rinding
seriously we warn to educate
families of high school students to
talk to legislatorsas well. Wewanl
ID lower tuition without cutting
services that the campus provides
such as health center, the rec and
computer labs.
Pedro/Andrew: We want to
work with I hink (Ihio to reduce
tuition costs
4) Mid-semester teacher polls
lim/Chelsea: \\r do not want

mid-semester polling because
a lot can change in .i half ol ,i
semester, however we are work
inn |n make those evaluations
open in the public for fiee so stu
dents i.in look up information
on how teachers teach. If teachers .iic inn performing well the
University should take note
Hemard/kristen: \u one looks
al the current ('valuations until
summer and they arc not taken
mo seriously We think students
should be able to evaluate teachers half waj ihroughthesemester.
I luii way ii professors sir a pal
tern of students not understand
inj; ilungs. the) can change the"
stvlc mid' semester. Students'
names would remain anonymous so it wouldn't affect their
relationship witlt teachers,
Pedro/Andrew: II ii is proven
lo ho a j;oo(l idea, then I would
implement it Sometimes Mil
denlS need to express their leel
ings towards teachers in order tin
teachers to change their waj &
5) Budget and Tuition
lim/Chelsea: We need lo look ,n
the budget mid make informa
lion as public as possible to make
siucieius aware ol where their
money is actually going, I bei if a
lot ol students knew where their
money was going, they would nol
be too happy
Iternaid/Kristi'ii: We want lo ~.iv
we are lowering tuition, but n is a

/CfEfcCA
Managemenfl Inc.

2006/3
Coll 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.1

problem because our university
fortunate!) provides us with so
mam services that other universities do not. So it is hard 10 lower
tuition without cutting services. If
there is a way though, we would
love to
I'cdro/Andrew: We are taking a
look at the lluivcisiiv anil State
budget. I am not afraid to call the
congressman or the governor and
.isktoi funding.
6) Student Rights

lim/c :helsea: Students are not
being Informed with what their
rights are and we want them

10 he more informed, Victims
Advocate has been taken away
and also we would like to see
more students voting.
Bemard/Krlsten; in the beginning of every year students are
given handbooks with all of their
lights inside of it, il just needs
more advertisement We still have
individuals on campus that can
help students \lso we would like
to see more students have a voice
ii 1 decide what their righls are
Pedro/Andrew: I plan one-mailing every student once a month
to inform them what USG has
done in the past month and
what we plan to do. If students
have any problems or concerns
they can bring their problem to
me and I will help them. In the
I all I want to speak to the entire
freshman class and tell them
the) arc nol alone and if they
have problems 10 let them know
that I will help.
7) BGSU/City Relations
lim/Chelsea: Over ltd percent ol
the ciiv is students and the) are
being left OUI of the impimani
issues that die cily is covering
SUCh as /oning. We want to gel
property ir/oneil because students do not want to live in a fburliedrnom house with only three
people, it is loo expensive, file
part) nuisance law is unfair. We
want to work with student services to clear things up and liiui
middle ground with rhe other 20
percent of the population. We
want the city relations Ixiard to
he more involved as well.
Iteniard/Krislen: We I lavc alreadv
started making positive steps this
vcar. We have monthly meetings
with the mayor and it's a matter ot
keeping these relations going. We

+

have better communication with
the city this year than last year
because we have been strong
with die city.
Pedro/Andrew: I want to
work with the Zoning and
Party Nuisance laws. We are
in college — there is 110 way
to stop partying.
8) Student Health Center
lim/Chelsea: This issue has not
I Kvn well-researched— the budget is too tight to staff enough
doctors and workers to keep the
health center open on die weekend II there were room on the
budget we would like to take care
of the issue, but for now it is a v cry
expensive idea.
Hcniard/Kristen: We are privileged to have Wood County
I lospital nearby; il all comes down
to money. Can we afford to open
it and if we could, would we have
to make cuts. 1 would love to see
this happen, hut I am sure some
things would have logo, and right
now financially we can't.
Pedro/Andrew: We need the
health center open 011 the weekends, people get sick on die weekends. Over (i,tXX) students live on
campus and most do not have
transportation. How can they
get to die hospital if something
were to happen? (are has to Ix1
provided and students deserve
to receive care for what the)- are
paying for.
9) Student Health Insurance
lim/Chelsea: We want to make
sure that the health insurance is
going to Ix- for the greater gtxxl
of students and dial it will benefit
most of the students. We aren't
sure if the trustees lixik die correct channels in getting this new
ixilicy — student misters were
not allowed to vote — and we
want to work with the state to see
what we can da
Hcniard/Kristen: The University
is making health insurance to
students mandatory for good
reasons, all students and teachers should be covered in case
something happens. I want
people to know that if you do
not agree with what the health
insurance on campus provides,
ihey can choose another health
insurance, as long as they are
covered, and the University has
made that clear

Pedro/Andrew: The mandatory
plan should Ix- basic, not everyone agrees or even needs what it
may offer. Every student shouldn't
have to pay for what is offered,
but if some people want to add
011 they should have that right.
Also the amount is too much
money; people on financial aid
may not Ix- able to afford it.
Other issues

lim/Chelsea: Shuttle service:
We want to mil the shuttle to
downtown lid especially during
weekends, routes would Ix- much
more effective and we may even
Ix.' able to get more advertisements on die bus because right
now all the funding from shuttle
service is being (laid from parking
tickets on campus
Parking: On-campus meters are
too inconstant with time limits
and changing, most only use
quarters while off campus you
can use dimes and nickels
Recycling: Try to find more facilities on campus for recycling
— the key is 10 make il easier for
students to recycle, because if it's
easy, they will do it
Bemard/Kristcn: Travel policy:
The University is looking into
having travel |xrlicies for smdents
going on field trips, and we want
llie students to have input in
these decisions and to make sure
dial the University is sharing the
field trip opportunities.
Pedro/Andrew: MyBGSU: A lot
of professors are still not using it
and I would make it mandatory
because il provides everything
you need by just a click of a button. It improves learning.
Last comments

lim/Chelsea: We want to
focus on thinking outside of
the box. and be more proactive and apply pressure to
faculty and politicians.
Bemard/Krlsten: I think whoever
wins will do a great job Being
I )S( i prrsiricnl is not easy Ixiause
you have to put down your personal problems and fight for the
students no matter how you feel
about die situation. It all conies
down to die students.
Pedro/Andrew: Wc are qualified
candidates and have proven leadership skills We want to be here
and have die skills to perform the
job, so vote for I'nIn 1

American
Red Cross
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The BG News wins
eight SPJ awards
Vox the second straight year,
and third time in the past four
years, The BG News has been
named the best all-around daily
student newspaper in region 4
by the Society of Professional
luuin,ilists.
The nation is divided into 12
regions bySPI fortheir"Markof
Bxcefleoce Awards'' in student
journalism. Region 4 comprises
Michigan, Ohio. West Virginia
and western Pennsylvania.
In addition to the all-around
award, seven BG News staff
members won various writing
and photography awards.
Three staff members won

Citizens vital for
health decisions
HEAITH, FROM PAGE 1

the Public in Public Health.'
Matthews used a combination
of research and story-telling
to discuss current issues surrounding public health.
"I'd like to tell you some stories," he said. "I'm southern,
we're story-tellers."
He addressed "troubling
trends" in public health. Pirst,
lie said Ihere is a polarizat ion of
the political system concerning
public health. To illustrate this,
he used an example about an
agency trying to decide how to
fix the problem of smog in their
cily. lie said the polarization
within the organization about
bow to remedy the situation
almost shut it down.
One member of the organization decided to hold forums
and lell the public about the
problem and the possible solutions so they can have an input
on what should he done.
"It proved thai, when
informed, the public can
make a reasonable decision,"
Matthews said.
Next, he said there needs
to be an increasing awareness of the limits of technology in medicine.
"Some diseases are not

iriiT

•CCA

first place in their respective categories, making them
semifinalists for SI'I's national
"Mark of Excellence" awards,
which will be announced in
late August at the national convention in Chicago.
Campus news editor Bridget
Tharp won first place in general news for her coverage of the
October 2005 riots in Toledo.
Editor-in-Chief Bob Moser
won first place in in-depth
reporting for his April 2005
story about student-residents
of The Enclave's buildings 8
and 9 who weren't told they'd
be living next to a pig slaughterhouse before they moved
in.
And photographer Josh
Phillips won first place in sports
photography for his shot of the
women's soccer team embracing one another, moments
after winning the MAC championship in November 2005.

responsive to even our best
technology," he said. Through
another story he showed that
holding town meetings and
informing the public about
common health problems and
preventative options can help
reverse trends.
Matthews expressed the
importance of including the
public in public health decisions and education them on
the issues.
"The public isa citizenry that
have to be engaged, it is not out
there pre-existcnt," he said.
I.. I'leming I .iIhni. professor at the University and Ned
1!. Baker Lecture Advisory
Committee
chair,
said
Matthews' lecture delivered
an important message.
"He shared the importance
of getting people to think rather than telling them what to
think," Fallon said.
Aubrey Whewell, former
University student, now works
for the American Cancer
Society. She came to the lecture as a way to continue her
education in public health, but
thought the lecture could have
been better.
"I liked the story-telling,"
Whewell said, "but I would have
liked a little more guidance on
the issues he discussed."

[TRANSPORTATION

This service is supported by the City of Bowling Green and is
financed in part through an operating grant from ODOT o f TA.

Management tin.
Hilhdale Apis.

ins: Fairview A-.,
I ,v : Mini- > bdrm nwnh
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/Dryers ii
2/3 bdrm./lnterncl Carports, m.si BusShultlc
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Bowline/ Green State University
and the American Tied Cross

Children (tj-l) yrs old)**

Children under1! ride for free

1-800-579-U99
(One hour itiddvdiitr)

Blood Drive

"Your ride around town",

April 10 -13, 2006
11:00am-5:00pm
Student Union
Multi Purpose Room

/ DID IT! YOU CAN, TOO!!
Learn how to apply for the $4,000
University Bookstore Undergraduate
Community Engagement Scholarship
ai a POSTER SESSION
by the 2005-2006 recipients

Come to the drive and get
a pint of ice creamf

Myron Lewis
Nicole Messmore
James Myers
Meg Peters
Jennifer Stacy

Tristan Ula
Amber Veatch
Andrea Whitmer
Micahel Zaslavsky

< bdrm/2 baths/dishwasher/

Visit with the students and learn about their

garbage disposal Air condition/
Laiimlrv on Mk-

community service projects'.
Bov.cn Thompson Student Union

A partnership ofAmerican Red Cross
and Dining Services.

Monday, April 10,2006
1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
University Bookstore Entrance - First Floor
Applications for 2006-2007 will be available
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STUDENTS PREPARED FOR THE WORKFORCE
CARBONDALE, 111. (U-Wire) — A survey of Illinois
employers found the majority are pleased with graduates
entering the workforce, hut that universities could better
prepare students. An employer satisfaction survey found
65 percent of employers say the state university system
is good or excellent at preparing students.

CAMPUS

Universities offer deals for full-time students
Busy schedules,
financial burdens
make college hard
By lames M. O'Neill

KRI
By day, Katie Colvin work* full
lime as a secrelary at a downtown
Dallas law firm At night, she goes
to college.
She originally enrolled part
time, but when the University of
Texas at Dallas changed its tuition
schedule last year to charge more
per credit hour for part-time students, Colvin adjusted, braving
a full load of five courses, or 15
credits, this semester.
After work, the Keller resident
would baltlethemsh-hourexodus
north on Centr.il Kxpressway to
the IJTI) campus in Richardson.
She fell behind in school. By
February, she decided to drop
three courses — losing nearly
S2.000 in tuition. "It was really
frustrating, because I really
enjoyed those courses," the 21year-old said.
Now with DID again raising
tuition more steeply for part-timers than full-time students, Colvin
faces even bigger obstacles.
"Next semester it will cost
me even more. 1 really worry
because I have two years to
go," she said. She already owes

$35,000 in loans,
Colvin is among a growing
group of part-time students frustrated by the tuition changes at

UT-Dallas and the University of
Texas at Arlington, saying they
can't enroll full time because of
their jobs.
I ho two universities have
atlopted a new pricing structure designed to help recoup the
steeper cost of educating pan
timers, and to help prod parttimers to lake a lull load, so they
can speed their way to a degree
and save money In the long term.
Pushing students to graduate
faster also frees up classroom
slots and helps die universities
absorb sharp growth each year.
CallittheSam'sCluhapproach
to tuition buy in bulk and save.
This fall, undergraduates who
take six credit hours will pay
S277 per credit, while those taking 15 credit hours would pay
only S217 per credit. Tuition for
the six-credit students would
jump about 29 percent, or $371
a semester, while tuition for
15-credit students would rise
a more modest 4.6 percent, or
$143 per semester.
But some students who live on
their own and pay their tuition
insist they can't possibly take a full
course load to enjoy the savings.

FINANCIAL AID
Conceding that point, UTDallas this week announced seven! increases in its financial aid
programs for part-time students.
"Some of them are among our
most vulnerable students economically and we feel an obli-

gation to shield them from the
full impact" of the coming tuition
hikes, UT-Dallas president David
E, Daniel said.
UT-Dallas officials also say
some part-timers have their
tuition covered by employers,
that's true, but those paying
their own way say they still feel
the pinch.

Graduate student Mindy Nail,
25, works days for an insurance company. Her company
pays $2,500 toward her degree
each year, and she pays about
$5,000. "The tuition increases
are frustrating," she said, "but
it's not an option for me to take
classes full time."
lennifer Rfley, 27. works da) S as
head of inventory loss prevention
for a retailer, and takes classes
toward her accounting degree
three nights a week, she is taking eight credits this semester
and plans to lake nine in the fall.
She pays her own tuition and has
accumulated about $40,000 in
student loans.
"It's frustrating," she said of
the tuition hikes, "but not surprising." She said the university talks about accommodating its working adult students.
but she has not seen that. "I've
had academic advisers ask why
I couldn't take courses I needed
during the day. They say, 'Can't
you talk to your boss to get more
flexible hours?' And I'm like 'No,
are you kidding-'"'
( olvin expressed similar frus-

Nanotechnology leads way
for medicine breakthroughs
By Kari Peterson
U

HIRE

AMIiS. Iowa—A new development in technology has the
potential to change medicine forever.
Dr. Victor Shang-Yi lin, associate professor of chemistry at
Iowa State University, and his
research group are developing
a nanotechnology platform that
could have a profound effect on
disciplines ranging from cancer
treatment to genetic research.
Lin's work involves materials
called mesoporous silica nanospheres. These structures, with a
particle diameter less then onehundredth that of a strand of
human hair, contain numerous
duct-like channels. The channels
present a unique opportunity for
nanoscopic chemical storage
and delivery, whether the payload is anti-tumor drugs, nutrients or custom genetic material.
"Our ultimate goal is to use
these structures like a Trojan
horse." lin said. "The idea is that
we can hide different dnigs or
imaging agents inside."
When the passenger chemicals are securely contained in the
nanostructure, it becomes much

easier to deliver diem in a very
precise manner to plant or animal cells.
The delivery of chemotherapy dnigs to the tumor sites of
cancer patients is one example
of how il can benefit doctors
and patients.
"The problem with anti-tumor
drugs is that they do not only kill
tumor cells," Unsaid
Cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy have long
experienced debilitating and
dangerous side effects when the
healthy cells of their Ixidy are
attacked by anti-tumor drugs,
but I in has found that porous
nanostnictures offer a new way
to approach the problem.
"One way to circumvent the
problem is to have a carrier that
will actually deliver tiiis drug
selectively to die tumor site without hurting the normal cells ...
that's the holy grail," Lin said.
For the nanospheres to function effectively as carriers, they
must be capable of entering a
cell without being destroyed.
Fortunately, investigation of this
question has provided promising results.
"Our panicles turn out to be

nation, She said she will only
be able to take two courses this
Ml, even il she wants to handle
a full load, that's because only
lour courses she needs to complete her degree w ill IK' offered at
night. One she already took, and
two others are scheduled at the
same time.
the concerns ol part-timers highlight conflicting goals
for die til system, tin the one
hand, there is a desire to improve
graduation rales and shorten

seta

life

very hiocompatible," I in said.
The main focus of IJn's current research is the development
of mechanisms that hold the
dnigs inside the nanostnictures
and prevent them from being
released where they may be

calendar of events
llii' calendar of ovnts is taken tmm
http^/e\vnls.bgsu.eciii/
lb submit an event.e-mail
vncwst^bgm.'ws.com with the time,
place and a contact's telephone
number. Printing not guaranteed.

unwanted or harmful
"For this we put different
(chemical] groups on the end.
We am use these groups as gatekeepers," I in said.
lie is investigating several
ways in which these chemical
gales can be controlled. One
recent success has been the
use ol magnetically charged
chemicals. Lin and his graduate assistants, Supratim Giri
and Brian lrewyn, graduate
students in chemistry, have
demonstrated that an external
magnet can be used to direct
the nanospheres and deliver
the drug with great accuracy.
"The whole structure is
attracted to a magnet, and when
a magnet comes near the caps,
the gates open," ljn said.
The research group is now
focusing on a new method in
which die nanospheres release
dnigsin tumor cells only, without
the need for external control.

InrinThMiput
COSTLY CLASSES: Katie Colvin. 21. a fifth-year student at the University of Texas in Dallas. Texas. She maio
in history and literary studies and works lull time, but pays more to attend the university part time.
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8 a.m.
Undergraduate Student Government
Elections
Weonline.www.bgsu.edu
vote for the USG President. Vice President
and Senators for the 2006-2007 school year.
For more information contact: usg@6gsu.edu

student time to graduation. But

the system also wants to improve
enrollment for minority students,
particularly Hispanics, many of
whom must work full time io pa)
ini college.

OTHER STRATEGIES
Most universities in the III
system have shied from raising
tuition rates in the manner of
III Arlington and UT-Dallas,
adopting different strategies in
help working students graduate

11 a.m.- 1:30 p.m.
2006 BGSU Rock. Paper. Scissors
Championship
Sponsored by Creed on Campus

more quickly.
UT-Brownsville, foi instance.
which enrolls ,i high percentage
of i lispanks because ot us location, has avoided using higher
tuition rates for part-timers, UTBrownsville president luliet V
Garcia noted that 48 perceni ol
undergraduates there .ire parttimers, "Our abilit) to provide
education to those students is

vital in the economk well-being
ol the community," she said in
,uie mail

-

316 Unm
2:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
UPS Recruiting Table
Sponsored by Career Center
Umonlebby

Until Utib)
11a.m. -3 p.m
Once a Falcon. Always a Falcon' SAC
Scholarship
Sponsored by Student Alumni Connection
Union lobby

3 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Student Employee Appreciation & Awards
Reception
Student Employee ol the Year award recipients will be announced at this reception and
celebration lot all BGSU students who work. It
you plan to attend, please call 372-2356.
For more information, please contact: Linda
fcykowny 372-2610
101 Olscamp Hall

11:30 a.m. -3:30 p.m.
The Jump Ofl
Sponsored by Dry Dock
Union lobby
1 p.m. - 4 p.m
Bookstore Engagement Scholarship
Presentation
Sponsored by Aits & Sciences
Unmlobby
1:30 p.m.
BO8100 Open Forum
A forum will be held to provide an update on
the BG@100 project All staff, faculty and
students are welcome lo attend.

8 p.m
Music at the Forefront: John Cheek, piano
Music at the Forefront, a showcase foe new
and exciting performers of contemporary
music, wili feature pianist John Cheek, a
professor of music at Lenoir-Rriyne College
in Hickory. N C. The event is free and open
to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall Mom Musical Ms
Centei

Free Movie:

Bring in this coupon and SAVE!
Tuesday- April 111
Friday- April 14th
Sunday- April 16th

206 Bowen - Thompson
Student Union Theatre
9:30PM
Presented by UAO
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/uao or call (419) 372-2486

$35 OFF
Your Rent, per unit en any

2 Bedroom Apartment

GREENBRIAR, INC.

listed below at Campbell Hill Aprs.

445 E Wooster

#92.94,98.117,113,122

Bowling Green, OH
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QUOTEI .Ql'OTK

OPINION

"We can't be certain about Iran's intentions
and that is therefore not a basis for which
anybody would gain authority to go to
military action."
Jack Straw, British fbicjgn niinisiei
(dmmam)

SI All KDIIOIIIAI.

Promises dorft produce results
I'roinises and more promises
— we've been hearing them for
the past iiionlh as the campaigns
for Undergraduate Student president and vice-president have

gained momentum.
Both the presidential and vicepresidential candidates have had
the opportunity to voice their
opinions in debates on issues
they're concerned about lor the
upcoming year.
They have plenty of ideas,
hut do thej have plausible
plans to implement policy

YOU DECIDE
Do you think USG adequately
represents students? Send an
e-mail to thenews@bgnews.com
and tell us what you think, or
post leedback on our Web site.

that will improve students'
lives on campus?
Politicians make promises
they don't plan on keeping at all
levels of government — and the
list i candidates arc not above

having the tendency to make
false promises.
There is a certain population
on this campus who feels USG
is irrelevant in their lives and this
goes to show the organization
isn't serving students as it should
be serving them.
USG has addressed several
important issues such as dresscode discrimination and zoning,
but The BG News believes USG
could do moic to represent students throughout their four or
more years here.

Quarter-life crisis begins now
DOUG

scon
U-Wtre Cohimnisi

University of Kentucky
For those of us who are arm
iously counting down the
days until graduation, congratulations: We have reached
T-minus30days.
That's right. In a mere
month, this institution, for
better or worse, will deem
those of us with the appropriate number of credit hours
worthy of a college degree,
and society will deem usable
to function in the real world.
Oh tny Cod.
I know it sounds silly, hut I
didn't realize thai all of this
was closing in so fast until a lew
days ago.
Maybe it was finally getting
raj lasi piece of paperwork
turned in foi graduation, or getting my commencement notification in (he mail, hut the other
day I looked in the mirror and
said, "You don't haw to go to
school anymore," and 1 started
to flip out ami I have been getting progressively more insane.
As my esteemed colleague
Andrew Martin wrote it in his
Wednesday column, I'm going
t h rough what some would call a
"quarter-life crisis."
I wake up in the middle of the
night convinced that all of my
coursework for the rest of the
semester is due that morning.
I find myself daydreaming
atjoiu reading fiction novels for
pleasure instead of overpriced

textbooks for class.

anything more glamorous than
Lean Cuisines or having a full
tank of gas.
Going home for a month

I skipped class the other day
and, instead ol catching up on
wi irk for (it her classes or doing
work I watched "Looney Tunes"
on YouTube.com,
Do you remember the one

during the winter holidays

where Daffy Duck is Robin
Mood and I'orky I'igis I"riar
Tuck, and I'orky laughs the

entire time?
That's one of my favorites,
It's ironic that, as I'm on the
i usp ol becoming an "adult" or
whatever you want to call it, all I
really want is be a little kid again.
While most of my peers are
applying foi co-ops and internships, going to job interview s
and even getting married, I
would be perfectly content to
spend my day laughing at fart
jokes, eating yogurt and watching reruns of "ER."
Think about it: You worked
all through grade school to get
to college. You've now worked
all through college to get your
degree and a job.
You'll then wink all through
your professional career to earn
money, get promotions, and
eventually retire.

You've been working this
whole lime so you can... work

some more?
As if college hadn't ruined

my idealistic outlook on life
enough, this whole graduation
thing is the coup de grace: once
I leave this institution, everything changes.
Drinking heavily doesn't
make a party animal; it makes
you an alcoholic and fat.

Being poor isn't funny; It's
just keeping you from eating

and spending the entire summer win king an easy job and
lounging around will become
abbreviated stints of relaxation, replaced by endless
hours of responsibility and
bureaucratic nonsense.
For the time being, at least,
this is the end of my academic career.
Graduate school was on the
horizon for a wh i Ic. but I ve realized that I don't care enough
about furthering my education
at the moment to justify it.
Plus, graduate school would
be an awfully expensive way
for me to make up my mind
as to where I want my life to
go at the moment.
So here I am.
Or, if you find yourself in the
same mind set, here we are.
I don't feel prepared for the
real world, and yet I'm too sick of
school to seek refuge within the

The steep cost of food on campus and the rising cost of tuition
are both issues students are concerned about, but USCi hasn't
made real progress to reduce
these costs.
In recent months, The BG
News has printed several stories
and editorials on the rising cost of
tuition in Ohio — some students
are unable to pursue higher education because of the costs associated with attending college.
USG isn't just a symbolic
group that exists to make the

PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
Do you plan on voting
in the USG election
today?

KRISTEN LEWIS
SENIOR, PHYSICAL
THERAPY
"Yes, and I'm voting
for Pedro."

confines of OK.
And if you're like me, you are
making an honest effort to try
to turn your crippled academic
career around before you fail
and can't graduate, but the
SWFB server is down or something and you can't download
your lake-home exam that's due
in half an hour.
Maybe that's what I've learned
here. You can't win.
No matter how hard you try,
vim just can't win.
With that in mind, I'll see you
allatKeeneland.

OK.TUM'S THE BOBDEpTX
WE CONSTRUCT A HUSE. \
WALL RK3HTTHEPE! WHAT ;
ELSE DO WE NEEP?
)

LAKISHA PINKSTON
JUNIOR, SOCIOLOGY
"I'll vote for Pedro,
I've seen his name
around."

TIFFANY WILLIFORD
SENIOR, MARKETING
"I'm voting on-line."

ALLISON BRATNICK
SOPHOMORE, WOMEN'S
STUDIES
'Wo, I'm heading to
the roller rink."

University look good — the
role of those involved in USG
is important and there are real
problems that exist on campus
that need to be solved.
The compensation the USG
president receives is evidence of
the responsibility he or she holds.
Currently, die president receives
hill tuition for one year, which for
in-state students is the equivalent of 59,560. Both the president
and vice-president receive parking passes which allow them
to park in the faculty lot by the

Administration Building and in
the library lot.
In addition, USG, and the
president represent nearly
17,000 students.
It's ini|x>rtant for the student
body to hold our representatives' feet to the fire in regard to
the promises Uiey mtike during
their campaigns and how they
improve students' li\ ea
With the stakes as high as they
are the president must produce
tangible results for undergraduate students on this campus.

Program ostracizes
conservative base
With immigration
reform stalled in
Congress, perhaps it
is time to take a look at what
Representative Tom Tancredo
calls "a scourge that threatens
the very future of our nation."
The I louse bill Tancredo supports would make about 12
million illegal immigrants felons
along with anyone who tries
to assist them. While jxipular
amongst the far right, no one
has yel explained how we would
manage to round up and de|H>rt
all these people.
While such draconian measures will probably never be
enacted, the bill represents
pandering to the extreme right
that characterizes the current
debate on immigration reform.
It seems the biggest fear
among conservatives is that
these workers will get amnesty
and have the opportunity to
become full citizens.
"Amnesty" has become the
scariet letter in Congress lately
as politicians do whatever it
takes to avoid its label, liven if
they called it "gay marriage" the
position couldn't carry more of
a stigma.
In fact, while the Senate bill
allows for a 12-year process
in which citizenship could be
earned by illegals, it has been
criticized for being too soft and
"amnesty-like." But what would
be the effects of amnesty?
Ronald Reagan gave
amnesty to 3 million illegal
immigrants in the 1980s and
what happened? The economy
boomed and the immigrants
gradually were assimilated into
American culture.
Popular in F.urope, such programs have resulted in a disaffected and jobless immigrant
youth ;iopul.ition i ipe for radicalization. A program like this
won't fix immigration.
Harvard economist George
Borjas recently completed a
study that suggests illegal immigration pushes wages down and
that "children of Mexican immigrants don't advance quickly."
While this could easily be
blamed on America's disastrous
public education system, I
believe it is simply a reflection
of the way we have gone about
addressing the immigration
question for years.
Thus far, the primary strategy
seems to be to gradually treat
Spanish speaking immigrants
with more and more contempt.
Measures like the recent house
bill and the vigilante justice
of the "Minutemen" independendy patrolling the border

JON
BOSSCHER
Opinion Columnist

seem to be an attempt to make
life in America really bad for
the illegals. But proponents of
this strategy fail to realize why
Mexicans arc pouring across
the border: Because life in
Mexico sucks and no matter
how bad we treat them, there is
still food here and a shot at the
American dream.
Americans have grown up
believing that dream can
become a reality for anyone, yet
when Mexicans want a shot at
it, the dream suddenly becomes
the exclusive property of nativebom citizens.
On the other side of the issue,'
immigration reform has resulted
in some strange bedfellows.
President Bush has advocated
a guest worker program — a far
more moderate approach than
his base would like.
Why? Because even more
important than his rightwing base are the interests of
big business.
The guest worker program
keeps the immigrants from
getting the benefits of citizenship yet still allows them to be
legally exploited by businesses
for minimum wage. As George
Borjas asserts, "what immigration really does is redistribute
wealth away from workers
toward employers."
David Card of tile University
of California Berkley asks, "Is the
new immigration really so bad?"
I lis findings suggest that with
immigration comes increased
investment and new firms
which ultimately results in higher wages. "Overall, evidence that
immigrants have harmed the
opportunities of less educated
natives is scant," he claims.
During the major immigration waves in the early 1900s,
die U.S. needed lots of cheap
labor to build stuff like the
Hoover Damn.
These days, the country is
pretty well built, so we tell
die immigrants to take a hike.
Unless you're a Native-American,
your family came here from
somewhere else as well.
So let's keep the immigration
issue in perspective and have
some compassion for people
whose big dreams are as modest
as finding work in the land of
the free.
Seiul comments to Ion at
jbossch@bgsu.edu.
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PROTESTS SUPPORT IMMIGRATION REFORM
DALLAS (AP) — Tens of thousands banged drums,
waved U.S. flags and shouted "Si Se Puede!"—Spanish
for "Yes, we can!" — in a protest urging federal
lawmakers to pass immigration reform that would
legalize an estimated 11 million undocumented
workers.

NATION

Parishioners rejoice as church's doors reopen
us to gather," said Archbishop
Alfred Hughes, who originally ordered the church shut
down, but returned to celebrate Mass yesterday.
The church was full for the first
service, but unless the support
continues, the reprieve for the
church will not last.
When Hughes re-consecrated
St. Augustine on Saturday he said
he would examine the parish's
progress after 18 months to determine if it could avoid consolidation with a neighboring parish.
Hughes agreed to reopen St.
Augustine after negotiating
with parishioners who had protested the church's closing. St.
Augustine, founded in 1841 by
slaves and free people of color, is
one of the nation's oldest black

Members protested
potential closing,
merger of parish
ByMatyFfjster
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW ORLEANS — The ancient
cypress doors were propped wide
in the bright sunshine, palm
fronds stacked high, pews filled
and joyous music poured from
St. Augustine as the historically
black Catholic church celebrated
Palm Sunday yesteday.
The service came two weeks
after the church was closed amid
protests over post-Hurricane
Katrina budget cutbacks that
would have merged it with a larger neighboring parish.
"Whatahistoricmorningfor

parishes. The archdiocese sought
to consolidate St. Augustine as it
tries to deal with $84 million in
uninsured losses from Hurricane
Katrina, which slammed into the
GulfCoastonAug.29.
"I intend to be a regular now
and support the church here," said
Gordon Cagnolitti, a New Orleans
firefighter who described himself
as multi-denominational. "I go to
several churches, but my son and
grandchildren go here and I will,
too, from now on."
St. Augustine had failed to add
many new members or carry
on other pastoral functions
required of a functioning parish. Hughes said when closing it.
Under the plans announced earlierthisyear, the church building
would still be used for services,

but parish functions were to be
consolidated with neighboring
St. Peter Claver.
But the church had not reckoned with the deep feeling of
the parishioners. Protest sprang
up, and a small group of protesters shuttered themselves in the
church rector>' three weeks ago.
Demonstrators interrupted
Mass on March 26 — a desecration, Hughes said the next
day, when he announced that the
church building would be closed.
The parishioners have set 12
goals to meet during the next 18
months, Hughes said. Among
other things, they require the
addition of from 300 to 400 families, the institution of religious
education and a balanced budget
byOct. 1.

Alex Brandon AP Photo

STAYING OPEN: A churchgoer walks in for mass at St. Augustine Church
two weeks after protests about the possibility of closing the church.

Sen. wants executive answers Veterans deal with'shell shock*
despite no longer being at war

By Nedria Ptcktef

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON - President
Bush and Vice President Dick
Cheney should speak publicly
about their involvement in the
CIA leak case so people can
understand what happened,
a leading Republican senator
said yesterday.
"We ought to get to the bottom of it so it can be evaluated,
again, by the American people," said Sen. Aden Specter of
Pennsylvania, chairman of the
Senate Judiciary Committee.

In a federal court filing last
week, the prosecutor in the case
said Cheney's formerchief of staff,
I. Lewis Libby, testified before a
grand jury that he was authorized by Bush, through Cheney,
to leak information from a classified document that detailed intelligence agencies' conclusions
about weapons of mass destruction in Iraq.
A lawyer knowledgeable about
the case said Saturday that Bush
declassified sensitive intelligence
in 2003 and authorized its public disclosure to rebut Iraq war

critics, but he did not specifically
direct that Libby be the one to
disseminate the information.
"I think that it is necessary for
the president and vice president
to tell the American people exactly what happened," Specter told
"Fox News Sunday."
"1 do say that there's been
enough of a showing here with
what's been filed of record in
court that the president of the
United States owes a specific
explanation to the American
people ... about exactly wliat he
SENATOR, PAGE 6

By Don Babwin
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

HINES, ill. — Josh Dobbekteih
drives as close to the middle of
the road as he can. Over on the
side, in a plastic bag or stuffed in
the carcass of a dead dog, that's
where he knows the enemy intent
on killing him hides bombs.
lust the other day, he dove to
the floor of a vehicle he was riding
in when he mistook the sound of
a trucker hitting his brakes for a
machine gun.

They are the kinds of precautions that keep soldiers at war
alive. But Dobbelstein left Iraq
inore than 16 months ago, and for
him, they are vestiges of a war he
can't seem to shake.
I le's trying, though.'Ilie 23-yearold is getting help from a clinic
at 1 lines VA I lospilal just outside
Cliicago set up to help veterans of
Iraq and Afghanistan with posttraumatic stress disorder.
I'rograins for veterans suffering
from what once was called "shell

shock" aren't unique. At Hines,
though, ever) veteran who comes
in for treatment, no matter the
reason, is checked out for posttraumatic stress disorder. And they
all have access both to individual
therapy and a support group with
follow veterans.
"If they register for any type of
care, for a rash or depression, they
will be screened," said Dr. Chirag
Itaval. a psychiatrist at Hines who
SHOCK. PAGE 6
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Official addresses CIA leaks

Programs help veterans cope

SENATOR, FROM PAGE 5

SHOCK, FROM PAGE 5

did," Specter said.
Libby faces trial, likely in
lanuary. on charges of perjury
and obstruction of justice for
allegedly lying lo the grand jury
and Investigators about whal he
told reporters about CIA officer
Valerie Plaine.
Special Counsel Patrick
Fitzgerald did not say in the
filing that Cheney authorized
Libby to leak Plame's identity,
and Bush is not accused of
doing anything illegal.
"The president may be
entirely in the clear, and it
may turn out that he had the
authority to make the disclosures which were made,"
Specter said. But, he added,
"it was not the right way to go
about it because we ought not
to have leaks in government."
The investigation is looking
into whether Plame's identity
was disclosed to discredit her
husband, former Ambassador
loseph Wilson, an Iraq war
critic. Wilson had accused the
administration of twisting pre-

has treated about 150 veterans at
die clinic he established after serving three months in Iraq.
The effort, which Nines officials
say is unlike any in the nation,
is evidence that VA hospitals and
military leaders are finding new
ways to locate and help veterans
returning Iraq in Afghanistan
In Florida, for example, the
Pensacola Naval Hospital has
placed advertisements in civilian newspaper to make families
— not just veterans themselves
— aware of its counseling program. Navy hospitals are also
Claries R«i»rl>ot3st AP Photo
reaching families through a series 'SHELL SHOCK': Josh Dobbelstein, an Iraq veteran, is still trying to shake
of online videos about post-traureminders of a war he left more than 16 months ago.
matic stress syndrome.
''Ihey are a different breed and job included scouring roadways killed,'" Dobbelstein said.
they need to be handled differ- for explosive devices. "It could
Raval said because everyone
ently," Raval said of the Iraq and be the guy standing next to you from truck drivers to infantryAfghanistan veterans.
who detonated the bomb, for all men were at risk, virtually all of
A cornerstone of the treatment you knew."
his patients have seen a bomb
is the recognition that while these
That meant never dropping explode or known someone
veterans share experiences famil- your guard.
injured or killed.
iar to anyone who lias seen com"On the base where I was, the
"It's like you're driving down the
bat, their war was different.
highway, and you're like, lust let psychiatrist before me was injured
"You never really knew the me see it, let me see it, don't let me when a mortar exploded in front of
enemy," said Dobbelstein, whose miss something that could gel us him," he said. "So, nobody's safe"

Ron Edmonds AP Photo

DEMANDING ANSWERS: White House Press Secretary Scott
McClellan responds to questions about recent assertions that
President Bush authorized the leak ot Intelligent intormatlon.

America. This was a declassification in order to mislead America,"
Kerry said on "Meet the Press" on
NBC. "1 think it's a disgrace."
Wilson said yesterday dial
Bush and Cheney should release
transcripts of their interviews
with Fitzgerald.
"It seems to me that first and
foremost, the White House
needs to come clean on this
matter," Wilson said on ABC's
"This Week."

war intelligence lo exaggerate
the threat from Iraq's weapons
of mass destruction.
Sen. lohn Kerry, the
Massachusetts Democrat who
ran against Bush for president in
2004, said it was wrong for Bush
to declassify information selectively "in order to buttress phony
arguments to go to war" and to
attack people politically.
"This was not a declassification in order to really educate

Benefits of new drug
plans overshadowed
By Kevin Freking
mr. ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON—It wasn't easy
to sign up, but now that she's
enrolled in the new Medicare
drug benefit, Ituth Dike says
it's made a big difference in
her finances.
The cost of her medicine ranges from about $10 to $15 a month,
she says, versus at least $1(X) a
month before she joined.
"It's just a relief thai I can buy
the medications I need wilhoui
having to worry how I'm going
to pay for them," says Dike, 74, of
Casper, Wyo.
Congressional supporters of
the program worry that the problems that marked Its beginnings
have drowned out success stories
such as Dike's.
Dike said the enrollment process was horrendous. I ler friends
had the same problem.
"None of them could do it
themselves," she said.
She enrolled with the help of
the local senior center and now
spends between $2 and $5 for
each prescript ion. She takes
medicine for high blood pressure, arthritis, an ulcer and her
thyroid, and she uses a potassium supplement. By year's end,
she estimates she will have saved
about $1,000.
Her story fits the profile that
Republican lawmakers and some
advocacy groups have stressed in

Do
need

recent weeks.
Once older people enroll in one
of the drug plans offered, about
three-quarters of those beneficiaries say they are satisfied, according to Medicare Kx Education
Network. The organization
includes patients groups such as
the Alzheimer's Association and
trade associations representing
insurers and drug makers.
"Seniors who have enrolled
are finding the benefit worth
the time and effort it takes to
check out the plans and sign
up," said former Sen. lohn
Breaux, I) I a., who is the
group's honorary chairman.
Most of the calls that lawmakers get from constituents about the drug benefit still come from people
who complain. But Max and
Donna Dougherty of Bedford,
Iowa, contacted Sen. Charles
Grassley, R-Iowa, to let him
know Ihey liked the program.
"I was listening to the
Democrats complain about this
and calling it a joke. And some of
the Republicans were saying it's
a money pit," Donna Dougherty
said. "I'm hear to tell you this is a
godsend for us."
She said that choosing a
drug plan was easier for them
because the local pharmacy
would contract with only one of
the insurers offering prescription drug coverage.
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Thursday

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

At Toledo

TENNIS

Friday, Saturday

At Toledo, at Eastern Michigan

TENNIS

SOFTBALL

BG, Romer fall
to leagues best
Romer loses for first
time since Feb. 11,
BG now 2-3 in MAC
By Brooks Obermeyer
REPORTER

SeanPierson BGhew*

WINDING UP: Sophomore Emily Gouge throws a pitch Saturday in the Falcons' 3-1 loss to Ohio University in 12 innings. BG rebounded Sunday by
recording a 3-1 win over the Bobcats. The Falcons went 2-2 over the weekend, also splitting a pair with Akron.

Walking their
way to victory
Pitching battle ends
withVallas' basesloaded walk-in run
By Colin Wilson
REPORTER

Allison Vallas had such a banle at
the plate when she drew a gamewinning bases loaded walk yesterday afternoon that she almost
forgot to walk to first.
The walked-in run ended a
game that featured some tough
pitching. Both teams squeaked
their way out of tough jams, but
Ohio's Candace Warden lost a
hard battle with Vallas in the
bottom of the seventh and the
Falcons took home a 3-2 victory.
As OU exited the field, Vallas
almost walked back to the dugout to celebrate the win before
realizing she had to go to first
to make the walk official. She
battled Warden hard to earn the
walk, fouling off several pitches.
"I honestly didn't even know
you had to do that, 1 thought
it was over," Vallas said with a

HAYLEYWIEMER
Wiemer's stats from BG's four
games over the weekend:
■ 5-12 hitting 1R.1 RBI
■ Two pitching appearances,
both complete games
■ Gave up two runs, neither
was earned
■ 14 Ks

laugh. "I was just looking for a
good pitch to drive, the ones
that I was fouling off seemed
like they were kind of outside,
not the kind of pitch I was looking for, but they would have
been strikes so I just had to foul
them off."
Hayley Wiemer pitched well
and got out of a few sticky situations. The first inning saw
her retire the side after Debbie
Szalejko reached third base with
no one out. The Falcons came
out in the first inning and scored
by stringing together three hits,
Wiemer scored on Desiree

Sean Pierson BG News

GAME FACE: First baseman Lindsay Heimrich waits for the ball Saturday.
The senior notched one hit yesterday.
Miller's single to make it 1-0.
In the fifth inning OU would
strike back. They scored the run
on a double-steal play with runners on the corners and it was
1-1. The play resulted in anoth-

er runner at third but Weimer
struck out Maureen McElvey
to get out of the inning. BG
jumped right back on top the

homer for first time
CINCINNATI (AP) — After losing
their first six games of the season by a combined 10 runs, the
Pittsburgh Pirates found out how
to win a close game.
lack Wilson hit a two-run
homer and the Pirates beat the
Cincinnati Reds 5-3 yesterday to
give Jim Tracy his first win as
Pittsburgh's manager.
"We played well enough on this
road trip to win some of those
games," said Tracy, who took over
in Pittsburgh after five seasons as
manager of the LA Dodgers.
Victor Santos (1-1) got his first
win for the Pirates, who had not
been 0-6 since 1974. He allowed
two runs and four hits in 5 1/3
innings, striking out five.
Dave Williams (0-1) lost to his
former team in his first start for the
Reds since they acquired him in
December for first baseman Sean
Casey. Williams gave up three runs
— two earned — and five hits in
six innings.

REDS, PAGE 10

By Samuel Spies
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DURHAM, N.C — Timestamped photographs will
show an exotic dancer was
already injured and "very
impaired" when she arrived at
a party where she claims she
was raped by members of Duke
University's men's lacrosse
team, an attorney for one of
the players said yesterday.
Durham attorney Bill Thomas
said some of the photographs,
taken when she arrived at the
house, indicate the woman
was injured before getting to
the party March 13. They show
extensive bruises and scrapes on
her legs, especially around the
knees, he said.
"This young lady was substantially impaired. She had fallen
several times during the course
of the evening," Thomas said.
He declined to identify the
player he represents and said
he would not release the photos, taken by at least two cam-

Ionian Flo*or BGNe»s

LOVING IT: Ashley Jakupcin
plays earlier this season. BG was
shut out by W. Michigan.
MenotT 7-5, 6-2. Menoff held a
5-3 lead in the first set, before
Pahl came back to take the set
and the match.
BG has now lost three
straight matches, all to league
foes, dropping them to 2-3 in
conference play.
"We have to forget about this
match and focus on our next
match," said senior Andrea
Meister. "We all lost tough
matches, but diere were some
positives to take out of them."
The Falcons will try and
regroup and get ready for league
rival Toledo University. BG travels to UT on Friday to take on the
Rockets, before heading north
to Yipsilanti. Mich, on Saturday
to play the Eagles of Eastern
Michigan.

Green jacket fits
Mickelson fine

Mickelson breezes
to second straight
major victory
By Doug Ferguson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Pirates edge out Reds Photos show alleged
Cincinnati falls 5-3
rape victim 'impaired'
to Pittsburgh, fail to
"It was exciting to get out there
and pitch against my old team."
Williams said. "I just felt like this
first outing was a building block
for the season."
Pittsburgh's losing streak was
two shy of the franchise record at
the start of a season, set in 1955.
The Pirates stopped Cincinnati's
four-game winning streak.
Pittsburgh had runners in each
of the first four innings but didn't
score the game's first run until
the fifth. Santos reached leading oil on third baseman Edwin
Encamacion's throwing error, and
Wilson followed one out later with
his first home run of the season. It
marked the Pirates' first lead since
they were ahead of Milwaukee 1 -0
after four innings last Wednesday.
"Santos put the ball in play and
got on base," Wilson said. "I was
looking for a changeup and got it.
I was glad to give him a lead with
the way he was pitching,"
lose Castillo hit a sacrifice
fly in the sixth after Jeromy
Bumitz's leadotT double for a
3-0 advantage.

Facing their toughest challenge
of the year, BGSU wilted under
the pressure. Western Michigan
again showed why they are the
Mid-American Conference's
best team on Saturdav, defeating BGSU 7-0 at Toledo's
Shadow Valley Tennis and
Fitness Center.
It was the fourth straight
match in which the Broncos
have shut out their opponent
The Broncos used iheir
power and shot precision to
take every game of the match.
The Falcons were frustrated
early on by the Broncos, leading to some missed shots.
"I think the pressure bom
playing a team that good got to
some of our players," said BG
coach Penny Dean. "We tried to
do too much at times."
BG's Heidi Romer lost for die
first time since Feb. 11 against
Bradley University, ending her
school record winning streak at
13 matches.
Although the Falcons were
shutout. Dean came away with
some positives.
"We found out we could
play at this level for one to two
games, but we couldn't sustain
it over the course of a match."
Dean said. "Western was hitting great shots and they were
always in control."
The Broncos' powerful serves
and excellent return shots kept
the Falcons on the run all day.
The closest match came at No.
6 singles where WMU's Kerstin
Pahl defeated BG's Stelunie

eras, until pending DNA tests
are completed.
He also wouldn't say whether the photos were taken by a
lacrosse team member or someone else; court documents have
indicated that only team members were present at the party.
No one has been charged
in the case, but the allegations
that members of the nearly allwhite team raped the woman,
a black student at a nearby university, have rocked both Duke
and Durham.
The allegations have led to
the resignation of coach Mike
Pressler, the cancellation of the
lacrosse season and the suspension of one player from school.
Several dozen people gathered yesterday outside the house
where the party took place, and
pledged to return each Sunday
until the case is resolved.
"Whether I want to believe it,
or whether you want to believe
it, something took place in
DUKE, PAGE 10
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AUGUSTA, Ga. — Phil
Mickelson is a Masters champion again, and now he's making it look easy.
Once known as a lovable
loser who went a dozen years
and 42 majors before figuring
out how to win golf's biggest
events, Mickelson captured his
second straight major yesterday at Augusta National without needing a nail-biting finish.
He closed with a 3-under 69
for a two-shot victory over Tim
Clark, and his second green
jacket in three years.
The only surprise was the
way he won.
There were no thrills for
Phil, rather calculated shots
that forced Fred Couples, Tiger
Woods and Vijay Singh to try
to catch him. Instead, they
stumbled along with threeputts and a litany of other mistakes that allowed Mickelson
to stroll up the 18th fairway
with no worries.
He won his first major at
Augusta two years ago with
an 18-foot birdie putt on the
final hole. He added the PGA
Championship last year at
Baltusrol with a flop shot to 2
feet for another decisive birdie
on the final hole.
Mickelson's only bogey on
a breezy afternoon at Augusta
National came when it no lon-

PHIL MICKELSON,
MASTERS CHAMPION
ger mattered. He missed the
18th green to the left, chipped
to 20 feet and settled for
two putts.
This time, he didn't leap with
arms thrust into the air, as he
MICKELSON,PAGE 11

BG SPORTS
BRIEFING
THE BG NEWS
Falcons lose
rubber match
The BG baseball team
went 1-2 against Central
Michigan over the weekend,
dropping to 16-3 overall and
5-4 in the Mid-American
Conference.

Rango breaks
hitting record
Gina Rango became BG's
all-time hits leader over the
weekend, her total is now
236 in her career. She passed
Amy Uenhardt who played
for BG from 1985-88

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Business program changes

BUILDING A FRIEND

BUSINESS, FROM PAGE 1

eight classes and not as an accumulative. The college is now lowering the core classes down to five
and changing the cumulative GPA
to a 2.5, with a letter grade of C or
bener in each of the classes.
"Wfe're just trying to help the students," said Tim Chambers, director of Undergraduate Studies in
Business. "It's hard to inathemaucally make the GPA following the
eight course plan. We've had students who are finishing up their
senior year, only to find out that
they won't be graduating from our
college because the)' didn't makefile GPA."
The five course plan will be
quicker and easier allowing most
students to get into the College of
Business by their sophomore year
at the University, Chambers said
Along with being easier for the
students, this new form of calculation is also easier for the staff.

lordan Flower F" s-»:.
BUT WHAT WILL HIS NAME BE?: Paige Inbody stuffs her beat Saturday at the Union-sponsored
Build-A-Bear workshop during the annual Sibs 'IN Kids weekend.

c^cmnaEsrisiiLKS.

WAKZUPtOR
P\M£R!

the school more qualified
"Tliese new changes will not
make our school any less qualified
than any other business school,"
Chambers said. "In fan, most
business schools operate under a
system similar to this. Times are
changing and BGSU wants to keep
our standards high."
While many students agree that
the college did the right thing in
changing the requirements, others
argue that they never even knew
about the changes.
Natalie Dillon, freshman, felt like
she was kept in the dark about the
looming changes.
"I had no idea they were even
going to change the program. They
could've e-mailed us or put it on
the business home page This is a
pretty important change even if
it is only mandatory for incoming
freshman, for them not to say anything about it"
But according to Chambers,
telling the students would have
caused more confusioa
"Before, when we've made
changes to the program, we've
e-mailed the students about it It
was complete and utter chaos. We
wanted to prevent all the questions
this time around but apparently
that wasn't too successful."
Along with attempting to prevent confusion for the students, the
college had to go through BGSU
council in order to get the changes
approved, making it impossible
to announce the changes to the
students just yet The college was
planning on releasing the information toward the end of the year.

Progression for GSS
6SS, FROM PAGE 1

WEEK OF APRIL IOTU
WE'RE

"Students would take their classes at different colleges, and then
try to transfer them over to the college. People don't realize that the
actual letter grades you receive in
the class don't actually transfer ifs
just the hours that da Calculating
all those hours into credits is a lot of
work for our staff,'' Chambers said.
But some students don't feel the
new system of calculations is right
for them.
leffKoons, freshman, isn't thrilled
about the change.
"I really don't want to change the
way I'm going through the college
right now," he said. "I'm already
started on one plan, why would I
want to change it now?"
However,
according
to
Chambers, these changes will not
be mandatory for everyone
"This new program will only be
mandatory for the incoming freshman class' of •06-'07," he said "It
won't apply to anyone in the college of business right now unless
they want to switch over to the new
check sheet"
Even with thus reassurance, students arc still skeptical as to the
benefits that this new program will
offer the college
1 just don't agree with these
changes," Koons said. "It makes
die business program seem weaker because it seems a lot easier to
get into the college. It might affect
me down the road because maybe
somebody will not want to hire
me because our program might be
easier than other schools."
But according to die College of
Business, these changes will make

SERvme you BREAKFAST
FOR PINNERW

Build your adn \jja-ffle and choose -Prom our selection of toppings.
Eggs any \jjay you uiant them ail \*ieek and get them \tltfk a. steak
Of an order of French -ToastBiscuits and gravy available on Wednesday only.

is too narrowly focused and
yields little power for suggestions
— suggestions which GSS hopes
will be made and implemented
witii die creation of a veterans &
armed forces committee.
A final discussion within the
meetingincludedinquircsonthe

progression of the University's
policies to exclude certain types
of abortion in its minimal insurance coverage and what action
GSS would take.
"Any further action is dependent upon how the Board of
Trustees responds to our letters," said Hilpert. "Currently,
we are waiting for a response."

( PieferlGd ^
Properties Co:
Houses That Feel Like Homes
www.praltrr0dprop0rti01co.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Fox Run Apts.
• Mini Mall Apts.
• Piedmont "Under Renovation" • Triplex
• Updated Birchwood
• Houses
■ small pers allowed
See our website 01
call for more detai

Limif&d fime. only///

GREAT
AFFORDABLE
RATES!
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• Indoor Healed Fool
" Nr.l. t»novottd
• Ni. Uuiom.nl
.Suns

OFFICE HOURS
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ONCE A FALCON,
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2006-2007 Award Application
Come see a UPS Recruiter on campus:

Deadline: Friday, April 14,2006

Mon, 4/10 from 10,im-2pm @ Career Center

3 Awards at $1,500 each.

Mon, 4/10 from 2:30pm-4:30pm @ Student Union
Tues, 4/11 from 11am-3pm @ Career Center
Tues, 4/11 from 3:30pm-5:30pm @ Student Union
Wed, 4/12 from 10am-2pm @ Career Center

The UPS

EARN**,

LEARN"
Program

Mon, 4/17 from 10am-2pm @ Career Center
Mon, 4/17 from 2:30pm-4:30pm @ Student Union
Hours of Operation:
Preload • 4am-8am
Day 11:30am-3:30pm
Twilight • 5pin-9pm
Midnight • 10:4Spm-2:45am

Get up to

$23,000*
in College
Education Assistance!

Shift times are appioximate.

employment opportunities, apply online at:

c
c
o

Any Continuing full-time BGSU student is eligible
to apply for this award.You must be a full-time
undergraduate student for the 2006-07 academic
year (registered for a minimum of 12 credit hours
per semester). Please return 5 copies of your
scholarship application and essay response no
later than 5:00pm. Friday, April 14,2006 to:

Apphcit.O-1! V ivmabkuihtAJurm
Aiioo»t*xi i * ibWr <*wwbpuWvmrM «

www.upsjobs.com
For additional information, please contact:
Or call: 419-891-6820
1550 Holland Road • Maumee, OH 43537
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4-U

SAC Scholarship
Mileti Alumni Center
Bowling Gre*n State University

To inquire about Part-Time Package Handler

Bethany Speiset (bspeise@bgnet.bgsu.edu)

The Student Alumni Connection (SAC) Is the
bridge between Students,Alumni, and the
community of BGSU.We strive to instill pride in
BGSU and ourselves by developing opportunities to
enhance knowledge, professionalism, and leadership.

UPS is an equal opportunity
employee. M/F/D/V
'Program guidelines apply.
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POLICE BLOCK TRAFFIC, INVESTIGATE DEATHS
TORONTO (AP) — Police investigating the deaths of
eight men found stuffed inside abandoned vehicles in
a remote wooded area near the U.S. border descended
on a farmhouse a few miles down the road yesterday,
blocking traffic to and from the area Police refused to
discuss what was happening beyond the roadblock.

WORLD

Women and children killed in i Astronauts return
stampede after group gathering
By Ivan Sekretarev

THE

ByZafcirKhan
THE aSSOCIMED PRESS

KARACHI. Pakistan —Thousands
of women were stampeded as
they left a religious gathering in
southern Pakistan yesterday, and
at least 29 people, including children, were killed, police and doctors said.
The stampede occurred as
thousands of women were leaving thr Sunni Muslim I taizan
e-Medina center in downtown
Karachi, said Hanees Billu, a
spokesman for the center.
Witnesses said the fatal crush
happened inside the center's
compound when a woman bent
down to pick up a young girt who
had fallen, causing other people
behind her to trip.
"I heard a girl crying for help
and a woman stopped to pick
her up," said a 40-year-old
woman who identified herself
as Zaibunisa.
"When die woman stopped

there was a wave of people
who stepped over us Someone
pulled me to die side and after
1 gained consciousness, I was
in the hospital," she said from
her hospital bed, where she was
being treated for a broken arm.
Most deaths were caused by
internal injuries and suffocation,
said sinii lamali, a doctor at the
state-run linnali Past-Graduate
Medical (inter, which received
seven bodies and more than 30
injured people.
The bodies of 18 women
and four children were taken to
IJaqat National Hospital, said
Ali Azinat Abdi, director of the
privately run facility. The hospital was treating more than 40
people injured in the stampede,
"some of them are in very serious condition," he said.
Dozens of unconscious
women and children were sent
to hospitals, said Xahid 1 lussain,
a Karachi police official.

Shakil Adil AP Photo

CRUSHED: Ambulances rush toward the hospital to take the injured an
dead from an Islamic center of a Sunni Muslim group yesterday.

ASSOCIMED PRESS

ARKALYK,
Kazakhstan
— American, Russian and
Brazilian astronauts endured
a bone-jarring, 3 1/2-hour ride
from the international space
station back to Earth yesterday, landing on target in the
freezing Kazakh steppe.
The Russian TMA-7 capsule
carried American commander
Bill McArdiur and Russian flight
engineer Valery Tokarev, who
each spent six months on the
space station, as well as Brazilian
astronaut Marcos Ponies. It
touched down about 30 miles
northeast of Arkalyk at 3:47 a.m.
Moscow time.
Officials at Russia's Mission
Control in Korolyov, outside
Moscow, called the flight flawless.
They were in contact with the
capsule for much of its journey
home, and they said the three
crew members were feeling well.
The diree travelers were given
hot tea and wrapped in blankets
before being whisked into a medical tent for examinations.

Six die in 'undeclared civil war*
By Miriam Fam
IHE

ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD — A car bomb killed
six people Saturday near a Sliiite
shrine south of Baghdad, and
the death toll from the deadliest
attack of die year rose to nearly
90. A senior official warned Iraq
was in an "undeclared civil war"
dial can be curbed only by a
strong government and greater
powers for security services.
With sectarian tensions rising, U.S. Marines on Saturday
beat back the largest attack in
weeks by Sunni Arab insurgents
in the western city of Ramadi
— another sign of die crisis facing this country three years after
Baghdad fell to U.S. forces
The car bomb exploded at a
small shrine in the Euphrates
River town of Musayyib, 40
miles south of Baghdad. Mice
said most of the six dead and
14 wounded were Shiite pilgrims
visiting the shrine.
Fears of more attacks are running high in Shiite areas following the Thursday car bombing
diat killed 10 in the Shiite holy
city of Najaf and the suicide
attack the following day against a
Shiite mosque in Baghdad — the
deadliest attack in Iraq this year.
The attacks on houses of
worship have stoked tensions
between Shiite and Sunni
Muslims, especially after the Feb.
22 bombing of a Shiite shrine in
Samarra, an act that triggered
reprisal attacks against Sunni
mosques and clerics.
Despite the violence, U.S. officials have discounted talk of civil
war. However, a senior Iraqi official said Saturday that an "undeclared civil war" had already been

raging for more than a year.
"Is there a civil war? Yes, there
is an undeclared civil war that
has been there for a year or
more," Maj. Gen. Hussein Kamal
told The Associated Press. "AD
these bodies that are discovered
in Baghdad, the slaughter of pilgrims heading to holy sites, the
explosions, the destruction, the
attacks against the mosques are
allpartofdiis"
His comments were echoed
by Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak.
"Civil war has almost started
among Shiites, Sunnis, Kurds
and those who are coming from
Asia. The situation is uneasy and
I don't know how Iraq would
be brought together," Mubarak
said in an interview broadcast
Saturday on Al-Arabiya satellite

national team victor] in this

summer's World Cup Brazil's
first astronaut ebulliently
thanked everyone in English.
"I am very happy," he said.
More than 1 '< air crafts, Including helicopters, and some 150
searchers were deployed in the
landing /.one. the temperature
dipped to minus 12 at the land
ingsite.

Now Offering:
•20 minute HIV testing
•Immigration Physicals
•Travel consultations
and immunizations

television.
Kamal said the country would
still be spared from all-out sectarian war "if a strong government is formed, if the security
forces are given wide powers
and if they are able to defeat the
terrorists."
"Then we might be able to
overcome this crisis," he said.
The death toll from the Friday
bombing of die Buradia mosque
in north Baghdad rose to 85
because some of die wounded
died, Dr. Riyadh Abdul Ameer
of the Health Ministry said.

McArthur and
Tokarev
began their stay at the International apace station in October,
McArthur, 54, of WakuBa N.I
looked exhilarated as he rested In
achaii after the landing,
Tve never been through anything like that before,'' he said,
describing the return journey
from space as a "wild ride."
The NASA veteran was the
mission commander and science
Officer responsible for a series n!
experiments that included woik
on micrograuty.
Pontes, who spent nine days
in space, carried a Brazilian
flag and national soccer jersey
on his trip to the space sta
don, hoping it would bring his

Call today
for an appointment!
Infection Prevention
and Treatment Center
Dr. Nathaniel Ratnasamy
AP Photo
EXPLOSION: Afghan security officers examine the site of a suicide car
bomb in Herat, southwest of Kabul, Afghanistan, Saturday, April 8.

1809 S. Main Si.
Suit* C
Findlay. OH 45640

(419) 420-0100

Now Pla^ing_
9 of 12
•»-.» The Journey
^Afct Fatboy Slim
I Palookaville
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AP Photo
DEVASTATION -This suicide car
bomb outside a NATO military
base killed two Afghans and
wounded seven others.
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Brand New for Fall '06
321 South Mercer Road
•QNLY 2 blocks from campus

1 Bedroom Apartments
• 1 Full Bath • Air Conditioning
•Microwaves • Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
Unfurnished • Laundry On-Site
• plenty of Parking!
• Furnished Available

i

Three Ways to Get Lucky!
1. Win a FREE Apartment for a year
2. Win a $250.00 Best Buy Gift Card
3. Win a $20.00 Wal-mart Gift Certificate
■

Starting at
$460/ month
plus Utilities

O.

GREENBRIAR, INC.
445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

Now Offering at the Enclave II:
9 month Short Term Lease

r

Unfurnished 4BR. 4 Balh $325.00

\S

No Deposit
Restnclions Apply

\

The Enclave I &II
\

(Formerly Sterling Enclave)

,RK| 706 Napoleon Rd.
/®

(877)819-6802
www collegeparkweb com
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Indians having fun
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BG goes 2-2 over weekend
SOFTBALL, FROM PAGE 7
next inning.
Ashley Zirkle led the inning
off with a long drive lhat
looked like trouble but Szalejko
made a play thai could probably make Sportscenter's Top
10. Dawnjene Del-ong drew a
iwo-out walk and advanced to
second base on a wild pitch
and scored on I layley Wiemer's
double to pul the falcons back
on lop at 2-1.
Bui Ohio would lie it up in
the seventh. Errors and infield
singles had already allowed a
run as Wiemer found herself
in a bases loaded jam. A heads
up play by Megan McPherson
saved the inning for Wiemer
as she tagged ihe runner going
from first to second and threw
out the batter at first lo end the

Cleveland wins fifth
straight, Boone hitting
.344 in last six games
CLEVELAND (API —Aaron Mountain! lakeWtstbrookaivoffto much
better starts thanayear ago—and
so are the ("Jrvvland Indians.
BOOIW had a two-run double
and Westbrook out-pitched
Minnesota ace lohan Santana
In lead the Indians to their liflli
straight victory, 3-2 over the

Itoins yesterday
"You might say I'm having a
bit mow lim this April" cracked
Boone. hitting .344 through six
games after grinding through a 9-

for-73 (.123) first month of 2O05.
Iduardo IVre/ homered as
Cleveland improved to 5-1 for its

inning. It was 2-2 heading into
the final frame.
"We knew we were going lo
come back we had the bottom
of the seventh," said Wiemer.
And they did. A potential
double play ball lhat was
dropped al second base put
runners on first and second
for ihe falcons. Two outs later.
Miller singled lo load the
bases. Vallas followed with the
walk lhat ended the game.
"Whoever is in there is going
lo gel it done, anyone on the
learn is just as capable as anyone else," Wiemer said.
The win ended a 2-4 week
for B(i. They split four games
between f riday and yesterday.
BG and Akron faced off in
a double-header on Friday.
They lost the first game 3-1
and followed with a 3-0 win

In the night cap. Saturday saw
the falcons drop a 12-inning
excursion lo the Bobcats in the
first game of the series.
Wiemer had a superb weekend both at ihe plate and
from the pitching rubber. She
did not give up an earned run
in her two appearances and
had five hits. She injured her
ankle bui would fool anyone
who saw her play this weekend as it was not at all evident
in her performance.
"Wiemer is a competitor,
she does not care if something
is falling off of her body, she
will get it done," said BG coach
Leigh Ross
The falcons are now 22-14
overall and 6-2 in the MAC.
Their next game is tomorrow al
4 p.m. against Michigan State
in I .ist Lining

ix-si star) since opening the 2002
at 111 [he I111lia11sl1.1v>' 1101 had
a winning April since; including a
9-14 record last year.
"Wfc're si\ Barnes into the season." cautioned Italy. "But we're
gelling gixxl pitching goixl fielding and guys like Travis 1 lather are
really hitting well."
I lather drew a first-inning walk,
reaching base safety for his 11 ill
consecutive al-bal, I le lined out lo
left-center leading off the fourth,
ending his streak, and finished 0for-3.
WiNtbniok (2(1) gave up two hits
and OIW tun OWI (> 113 innings,
walking two and sinking out four
The right-hander didn't earn his
second win in 200") until May 29

after opening 1-9,
"lake was fantastic," Indians
manager liric Wedge said. "I le had
that sinker working throughout."
Making his 100th career start.
Westbrook retired 14 in a rowWore walking lason Kuhel with
one out in the seventh and lieing
replaced byCiuillenno Viola. Kuliel
sink' second without a glance from

Reds' offense comes up short
REDS. FROM PAGE 7

Mark Duncan APPtolo
SO LONG: Cleveland Indians' Aaron Boone hits a double off Minnesota
Twins reliever Juan Rincon to drive in Jhonny Peralta and Victor Martinez.
Mob and scored one out later on
Shannon Stewarts single lo make
it 3-1.
Boh Wickman gave up lustin
Morncau's two-out RBI single in
the ninth, then goi lorry Batista
on a fly ball lo center to pick up his
third save.
Santana (0-2) gave up three runs
and lour hits in 5 1 -3 innings, raising his I.HA to 5.73 and losing Ills
lii si rwi 1 decisions for die first time
since 2000. I le walked three and
stnick out five

"Even though they pulled me
out. I still fell strong" said Santana.
w ho also admitted that Cleveland's
patience at the plate put pressure
on him early.
Those guys are pretty good," he
said. "The)' make you work and go
deep into the count"
The Twins are I -5 for die first
time since starting 1-7 in 1994
and have lost six straight al
Jacobs field.
INDIANS, PAGE 11

The B6 News has 4 fall openings for qualified
students to work in part-time selling

['
Got Sweet Skills?
Benefits of the Job

"Gening the lead changes the
way we go ahoul our business,"
Tracy said. "You're not playing
catchup — 1 don't mean from
a run or two, hut from four or
five, where you have lo slug your
way out"
Santos, making his second
start for Pittsburgh after being
picked from Kansas City in the
winter-meeting draft, faced the
minimum 12 bailers through
the first four innings. He allowed

one hit in that stretch, a secondinning leadolf single by Adam
Dunn, wlio was erased in a double play.
"1 jusl kepi ihe ball down on
a consistent basis," Santos said.
"They're a good-hitling learn."
Cincinnati, which failed
lo homer for the first time
this year, scored in Ihe sixth
on consecutive doubles by
pinch-hitter Brandon Phillips
and Tony Womack.
Iclipe Ixipcz followed with a
one-hopper that got pasl third

baseman Joe Randa for a single,
bin Wilson hustled over from
shortstop to retrieve the ball
in foul territory and threw oul
Womack al the plate.
Ix>pez went lo second and
scored on Ken Griffey Jr.'s double off Damaso Marte, cutting
Pittsburgh's lead lo 3-2.
Pittsburgh added a pairof runs
in the seventh off Mall Belisle on
Chris Duffy's RBI double and
lason Bay's sacrifice fly. Griffey
nil another RBI double in ihe
eighth, off Mike Gonzalez.

Victim's story under criticism
DUKE. FROM PAGE 7
there," said Johnny Williamson,
36, of Durham. "Something
indecent look place."
District Attorney Mike Nifong
who was expecled lo return this
week from an otil-of-lown conference and has nut commented
on Ihe case in several days, has
said previously he is confident
a rape occurred. Court documents said a medical exam of
die alleged victim found injuries

consistent with sexual assault.
The victim has not relumed
repealed messages seeking
comment, but her father said
yesterday she hasn't changed
her story.
"I expect lliem lo say thai," he
said of die lawyers' contentions
his daughter is lying.
The woman and Ihe other
dancer
arrived
separately.
Thomas said, and performed
briefly before leaving. Ihe victim told police she and the other

dancer left because they feared
for their safety, but were later
convinced lo come back inside.
Thomas said the photos
contradict the alleged victim's
assertion she was scared, as they
show her standing at the door of
the off-campus house with "a
major grin on her face" as she
Hied to gel back inside.
"People inside Ihe house
have staled she was banging on
the door, attempting to regain
entry," Thomas said.
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• Detail oriented

^tf

• Interested in advertising
or sales career
Apply in person
Pick up application
at 204 West Halt
Bring resume it available

<^

%m

GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-0717
445 E. W00STER
www.greenbriarrentals.com

The BG News is now

AN

accepting applications for

0ppo

&S5ueiSSJ

Summer a Fall 2006
Staffs

"S8tv

NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS!
No experience necessary

Super Jeds I: 2531 S. Reynolds Rd.
Toledo, OH 43614

Super Jeds II: 35 E. Alexis Rd.
Toledo. OH 43612

•Reporters
• Web Staff
• Staff Editors
•Copy Editors
• Opinion Columnists
•Photographers
NEWSi
•Graphic Designers

Apply al either Super Jrt's Locations

GRADUATE

m

Applications are available in 210 or 204
West Hall.
Interviews will begin week of April 17.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenews@bgnews.com
».

>^£wi3^£

STUDENT HOUSING
Historic Millikin

Summit Street
•APARTMENTS.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Central downtown location
Unfurnished
On-site laundry
Air conditioned
Remodeled units
2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efficiences start at
S345/mo + electric
• One Bedrooms start at
$425/mo +electric

■ Furnished
■ Air Conditioned
■ On-site laundry
• 2 blocks from campus
■ Efficiences
$315/mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
$400/mo + electric

445 E. Wooster • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352 0717
WWW.GREENBRIARRENTAL5.COM

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Perez heats
up at the plate,
hits homer two
INDIANS, FROM PAGE 10
Ptrez, signed as a free agent lo
give the Indians some production
against lefty pitchers, hit his second homer with one out in the
fourth for a 1-0 lead His other
homer came in his only other
start on opening day
"He missed his spot with a fastball, but any ball can be hit," Perez
said. "Sometimes, you just have
to be fortunate You have to forget
about the previous at-bat and go
do your best,"
Perez had grounded into a
force play with the bases loaded
on Santana's 36th pitch of the
first inning.
"But that was a heck of an atbat, too," Boone said. "We didn't
score, but we got Santana's pitch
count up there. You've got to bear
down against him or he's going to
make you look bad."
Jhonny
Peralta
opened
Cleveland's sixth with a single off
the glove of third baseman Batista.
The Indians' shortstop is 2-for-19
in his career against Santana.
"He's the best left-hander I've
faced," Peralta said. To get a hit off
him made me feel good."
One out later, Peralta went
to third on a looping double by
Victor Martinez.
Right-hander )uan Rincon
replaced Santana and walked
pinch-hitter Ben Broussard to
load the bases. Boone ruined the
strategy by slapping a 1 -2 pitch to
center that fell in front of Hunter
for a two-run double.

Mickelson now No. 2
MICKELSON, FROM PAGE 7
did two years ago. Mickelson
simply smiled and walked off
the green and into the arms of
his wife and children.
He finished at 7-under
281 and earned $1.26 million, putting him atop the
PGA Tour money list. The
victory also moved him up
to No. 2 in the world ranking
behind Woods.
Mickelson emerged as a
major threat to Woods' pursuit of Jack Nicklaus' record
18 victories in Grand Slam
events. This was the third
straight year Mickelson has
won a major — Woods is the
only other player to have done
that in the last 20 years. Only
five others have won majors
in three straight seasons since
the Masters began in 1934.
Clark holed a bunker shot
from across the 18th green for
birdie that left him alone in
second with a 69.
Woods, trying to become
thefirstplayertotwicedefend
his title at the Masters, could
only blame his putter. He
had two eagle putts inside
15 feet on the back nine and
missed them both, and he
had seven three-putts this
week. He holed a 25-foot
birdie on the 18th hole that
just about made him curse,
although it gave him a 70
and a tie for third.
Joining him at 4-under
284 were Couples (71), Retief
Goosen (69), Chad Campbell
(71) and Jose Maria Olazabal,

whose 66 was the best score all
week on the super-sized course.
But it was Couples who had
the best chance to challenge
Mickelson, and had he won
it would have been especially
poignant.
This is the 20-year anniversary
of Nicklaus' stunning back-nine
charge to win his sixth green
jacket at age 46. around the cup.
On the 14th hole, Couples had a
4-foot birdie putt to pull within
one shot. It caught the lip and
spun 6 feet away, and he missed
that one, too.

Campus Events
3MPETITIVE
MENS SOFTBALL PLAYERS

Tryouts 4/23/06 & 4/30/06
In Bowling Green Ohio.
Details call Bob @ 419-474-1733

Wanted
Ali-Girl Rock Band looking tor
GUITAR/BASS/KEY players. Call
Healher|937|-23i-08ii8 leave msg «

c

Monday. April 10.2006 11

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Part Time Delivery Driver

Cleaning & misc help needed

(BARTENDING1 up to $300/day No
exp necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

starting 5/06 (or 2 weeks!

Apply at Long's Cleaners

(419)353-0325

1204 WWooster (419)354-4494

NOW HIRING Prep & Delivery
Personnel tor Summer - Apply at
DiBonedetto's. 1432 E Wooster

Job Coach- provide Job coaching.
assist with basic living skills, and
provide supervision tor persons with
MR/DD. Full-Time position Salary
$9.00-$14.84 per hour based upon
experience. Application packet may
be obtained from Wood County
Board of MR/DD. 11160 East Gypsy
Lane Rd., Bowling Green, Ent. B.
Monday -Friday 8:00am-4:30pm.
Application deadline 4/11/06. E.O.E.

Summer 2006 income opportunity.
Aqua Pro student franchises. A residential power washing business. Net
$1200 per wk. Be your own boss &
profit. 866 275-2782.

Job Trainer- assist with basic living
skills, and provide supervision tor
persons with MR/DD. Part-Time position available. Salary S9 00 $13 18
per hour based upon experience
Application packet may be obtained
Irom Wood County Board ot MR/DD.
11160 Easl Gypsy Lane Rd, Bowling Green. Ent. B. Monday-Friday
8 00am 430pm Application deadline 4/11/06 E.O.E.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
College Pro is now hiring painters to
work outdoors with other students.
Earn $3000 - $5000. Advancement
Opportunities 1 888-277-9787.
www. collegepro .com

Help Wanted (or Condo/Motel
Appx, 20 hrs/wk. (Raking, weeding,
painting, & other misc. work). Flex
weekday schedule Please apply @
Buckeye Inn. 1740 E Wooster.
352-1520
Attention Cleveland Students!
Do You Want The Best Summer Job?
Work at Tower City Amphitheater.
Tower City Amphitheater and Naulica Pavilion are now accepting applications for numerous seasonal,
part time positions. Visit
www.lowercitvamphitheatet com or
call 440-247-2722
tor more intormation.

Now hiring for day Cook at Al-Mar
Lanes. Experience preferred Apply
1010 N Mam No phone calls please
PLAY SPORTS' HAVE FUN1 SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun
loving counselors lo leach all activities Great summer! Call 888-844-

6080, apply. campcetiarcom

Kidz Watch now hiring
caregiversteachers for Perrysburg.
Airport Rd & Sylvania locations.
days. eves, wkends, PT & FT Send
resume to 580 Craig Dr. Perrysburg.
OH 43551 or apply in person.

Teacher
WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human service
needs of the disadvantage is seeking a qualified individual to be responsible for the operation of a
classroom in compliance with national standards for our Bowling
Green Center. Range o* pay dependent on level of education. Required Associates degree m Early
Childhood education. Seasonal.
Full-time. Send resumes by April 17
to WSOS CAC. Attn: HR TBGHM. PO Box 590. Fremont.
Ohio 43420 Affirmative Action Employ er-M/F' Vet/ Disab.

Zia s at Ihe Dock is now hiring for
servers, bussers, and hosts. We're
looking for people who have an eye
for detail and quality. Apply in person daily after 2 pm. 20 Mam street
Landscape Hetp Wanted.
If you enjoy being outdoors and
making a difference with each day's
work come pin one of our lawn
maintenance or landscape instillation cre.vs Experience is not necessary A good work ethic, an orientation for quality and a willingness to
learn are all that are required, we
prefer full time but can accommodate part time in most cases, we are
a drug free work place. Call Nilsson's at 832-0239 and |om a team
that has been combining nature, Air.
and Science for over 30 years.

For Sale
Computer Monitor For Sale
Never Used - Practically Brand New
Purchased in Dec. - Asking $50!
Interested' (419)944-5081
Need an extra $36,000.00 a year'
Vending Business for sale.

Sell $5000. 800-568-7346
or vendmgfriends.com

All-Girl Rock Band looking lor
GUITAR/BASS/KEY players. Call
Healher|937|231 0868 leave msg'»
Graduation Tickets lor 9:30 Ceremony. Email millerm@bgsu.edu or
Call Maureen (419) 704-9306

Pir/SroP/TmySeBvicE.

IGUMAMTHO.

Thankmnokdo ^/Best Tire Stores ^Most Trustworthy Auto Repair
fur votiiiv us:

TIRESAVINGSH

MERTIME

BRAKES

1 MECHANICAL §

0IL CHANGE
Get Mir $33.98 vtrMcr for

2 5 OFF

! $

i ANY Mechanical Repair ■

mm

On ANY 4 tires | S»*

'EGES:

ON ANY;

■ Brake Service '

Phone
Directory

are looking for account executives
to sell for the
BGSU telephone directory.

i Great pay potential
• Flexible Hours
Bonus Incentives
• May - August
• Valuable Sales Experience

ALIGNMENT
E

F" E Alignment

I with Tire Rotation-J

■l 5WJO; SW 10 •» 10*10 JttcHH'

check j

"•^"••'KM'»•#•€«©«

"

,

Inchrf.i FREE Alignment Chech,

OOW*DACOJHt*A*VOMUV< JIM ■

i WHJ» PIT HOP nni tiRVict.

MIAHAMTII

INCLUDES
Chassis Luba

-Hssaii/ro SEimcc cimiss <

AND

FREE
Fluid Top-off*

999 South Main Stroot ■ Aero** from ALDI Food.

llt*MI) ChM|<

Find More Coupons @ lhellreman.com

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!

* Must have own Car *
For more information call 372-0430 or email twhitma a bgnet.bgsu.edu

2 Bedroom Deluxe Apartments

DEADLINE APRIL 17th

710 and 730 Scon Hamilton

from only

$600 £u

Spacious, newly remodeled tinils!
2 Bedroom Apartments

Management Inc.

f>41 and 702 Third Street
839 Fourth Street

Now Renting for

2006/2007
Coll 353 5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

l22'/jFrazeeAvc.
H9TroupSl.
247 S. Summit
702 6th St.
704 6th St.

from only

iir $500

per
month!

^^ Heat.
Hunt Water,
W'tttur &
Xr Sewer
^oit-or Included!

2 Efficiencies Available for $300 per month
KROGER PLAZA
1062 N. MAIN ST.
Bowling Green
dree

352-9055

— : *

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE
ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $670.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $670.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
232 Lehman - 3 BR duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit
3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$620.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007.

House For Rent

614 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $840.00 per month,
deposit $840.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13,
2006 to May 5, 2007.
806 Scott Hamilton - 3BR, study room, 2 baths.
Has washer and dryer. Limit 3 people. $1,200.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTER ST. lacrpss ftom T.ico Belli
Hours Monday to Friday 8.30 to 5 30. Saturday 8 30 to 4:30
www |ohnnewlovereaieshtc com
I

I

Mid Am Management
641 Third St. #4
352-4380

Management Inc.
The Jungle
120 N. Prospect
Two 2 bdrms left
675/mo+ Utilities
Close lo Campus & Downtown

Management Inc.
Enterprise House
114 N. Enterprise
Two 1 bdrms left
Starting at $350/mo + Utilities

No Worries. No Hassle.
Winthrop & Summit Terrace

Property A

Property B

High Speed Internet

Included Rent

Not Included Renl

Not Included Rent

Heat

Included Rent

Not Included Renl

Not Included Rent

Hot Water

Included Renl

Not Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Private Shuttle

Yes

No

No

Pooh

Yes

No

No

Apple,

No

Yes

Yes

Extra Storage

Yes

No

No

Flexible Loose

Yes

No

No

$200 (min)

1 Month

1 Month

Close to Campus and Downtown

/CJEfcCA
Management Inc.
White Castle
610 N Main St.
3 bdrm - 2 baths
Can have up to 5 tenants
Remodeled last summer

Security Deposit

Winthrop a Summit Terrace
Stop by the Office
al 1045 N.Mom Si
or check website

www.meccaba.com

Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd
M - F 9:00 - 5:00 & Sat 10:00 - 2:00 Sunday Hours: 1 2-3
419.352.9135
www.winthropterroce.com-• email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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For Sale
TV & TV Sland Desk Nighlsland.
Leather Sectional Couch, Coffee Ta
ble - For More Information, Call
Lyndsay (7401225-6714
Furniture for Sale-Priced to Sell
Couch. Chair, End Tables. Dresser.
Chest of Drawers. Misc.
Contact Jessica 419 575-0920

5-6 bdrm 321 E Merry (rC
3 bdrm 315 S 309 1/2 E. Merry
2bdrm 304E.Court Up
fifila.1 & 2 bdrm 316 8 311 E Merry
♦ More see Canyrentals.com or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm. Also
Summer & semester only available

For Rent

1, 2 « 3 BR Apartments by
Water Tower on Manville
352 5239

3 bdrm. 1 bath, close to campus.
pets ok. S800 mo utilities

2 bedroom house. 131 Crim.
W/D. Non-smoking, quiet area.

419-352-6948.

$700/mo . utilities. 419-353-3855

3 BR House across from Campus
A/C. DW, W/D. Garb Disp.. Av. 5'15
1 yr lease. $850 mo. (419) 7877577

2-4 Summer Subleasers Needed!
Fully furnished. 4 Ig. BR. 4-1/2 BA
@ Copper Beech (440) 785-8287

GREAT JOB
OPPORTUNITIES!
I Home 0ity.ee |
Route Delivery & Packaging
Positions Available

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
5500/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at

1-800-829-8638

\^

or Steve at
(419)352-1150

Jf

$7.00 - $12.00+ Per Hour
Part-Time, Year Round
Full Time in the summer
www.homecitvice.com
Lock in your summer job now!
1-800-899-8070

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

m i tiK

From Only $475!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Pets welcome!

419-353-2277

FREE HEAT

Ms

WUWTV iQUAtl
ftMRIMINTS

1

N

□ JSStSS

163 South Main Street
Bowling Green

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

419-353-7715 X=3

^

WI9VE
Rentals

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE
2 New Buildings

$325 (payonly electric)

•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes

320 Elm St. #C
J385 plus electric

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

MAY RKNTALS
•(INK HI DROOM-

JOTClaySt.
*52Q/*30.ff»fce
131 Clay St. #D

117 N. Main St. #8
1370 electric heat

Summer
Storage!

lOSOrdway
$325 electric he.it
61? Wallace St. Reur
$360 pay gas heat only

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

128W.Wooster#D
$400 plus electric

352-1520

fJnilove Rentals
332 S. Main St.
419-J52-5620
vnnu.ncwlovcrcnt.i/t.com

K

]Ms

1 BR APT across from Campus
Av 5/15, i yr lease. $300/mo plus
utilities. (419) 787-7577
832 3rd St. Close to BGSU. Newly
painted. 3 BR, 1 bath, privacy
lenced in back yard. $870/mo. t dep
You pay util. Call Phil 419-392
2812.

■•'■■• ■

I"
1"

...
.H"

Seeking 1 additional female roommate. 3 bdrm. 1.5 bath, house on S.
Summit, from 6715/06-8/15/07. Rent
is $350/month . utilities. Call Kristi
for details al 419-494-6911
Subleaser Needed
2 BR. 2 Bath. $480/mo
Move in ASAP. Pay May Aug
(419)341-2554

^B

■■ i

H'

B

1

BG Duplex - Upper 2BR/Lower 3BR
2 Full BA. Avail May Aug
(419)467-1155

Brand new apl in walking distance
from campus. 1 bdrm. Ig living room,
no pets, off street parking. $450 mo
Available now. 419-654-5716

^M

1

ACROSS
ACROSS
1 Ring of plotters
6 "Fernando'* group
10 Thunder sound
14 Speak pompously

46
48
50
53
56
59

15 See fit
16
17
19
20
21
23
25
26
29
31
32
36
40
43
44
45

Female Subleaser needed for summer of 06 at College Park Community Enclave. Rent normally 326 now
only 250 plus utilities. For further details call Morgan 419-512-4853
Subleaser wanted for Copper Beech
Apt. Thrugh the months of May 06Aug 06. Very nice, large space
beautiful. Contact
daviskl@bgsu.edu for more info.

WTZZmderfSuM
y

■ iiikc.toin]

906 INTERSTATE DRIVE
I Ail l.-.il onu-rnf I--5.11UI HI ^4

ALL STADIUM SEATING

Part) room available tor birthday
parllv* or hmall Kroup*
Call r..r Information

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
TAKE THE LEAD IPS-131 1304157:00940
V TOR VENDETTA m>
1204:15745
SHE'S THE MAN ITO-11) 1 45 4:30 7:00 9 30
THE SHAGGY DOG |PC|
1204 00
FAIIURE TO LAUNCH|P6-1]| 1 30 4:15 7:10 9:40
PHATGIHLZ|KM1|100 315 5 30 7451000
. THE BErlCHWAflMEBStPti-13] 1 10 320
5:30 7 40 9:50
• BASIC INSTINCT 2(B) 1454:30 7 10 945
ICE AGE THE MELTDOWN (PQ,
1001:30
3 05 3 35 510 5 40 7:15 7:45 9 20 9:50
SLITHER |B)
9:40
STAY ALIVE (PG-13)
7 25 930
LARflY THE CABLE GUY: HEALTH
INSPECT0RlPtS-13| 1 20 3 30 5 40 7:45 9 50
INSIDE MAN in
100400700945

SKSMCSU

66 Wallet items
67 Make well

68 Enticed
69 Stick in the mud

mi usitn MJs1.uvMjsncms11.5n
numv-M-MM. AIJ SIAIS.AU SHOWS 12.50
AQUAMARINE («,
130 4 00 .00 9 10
DAUM0VIE(PO-.l)1 30 3 30 5 30 7 309 30
FINAL DESTINATION 3(K,
1 103 10510
7:10 9:10
WHEN A STHANGEH CALLS IM.-1»|
1;20
3 20 5:20 7:20 9 ?0
ANNAPOLIS IPO-13M 00 3 05 5 10 7 20 9 30
CHRONICLES OF NARNIA THE HON. THE
WITCH AND THE WARDROBE (PC) 1 00 4 00
7 00 9:45

38 Regrettably

39 Culp/Cosby show

41 Air
42 Rombauer of
cookbook fame
47 Actor Wallach
49 Turns out
50 Type of salts
51 Singer Lopez
52 Greek writer

53 Trap
54
55
57
58
60
61
62
65

Farmland units
Rolodex info
701
Barak of Israel
Gillette razor
One who acts
No ifs,
or buts
Golfer Ernie

ANSWERS

64 Lively dance
3
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70 March 15th, e.g.
71 Rigging supports
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Female subleaser needed for Enclave 2. Aug 06-07 4 BR, 4 bath.
Rent $35CVmo * util.
Call 330-730-0593.

HOUSE. 4 bedrm.. $900 » utilities
Available 671/06. 802 Napoleon Rd
419-352-5026.

Subleaser needed tor Summer, 213

Houses S Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC

Suited tor Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management

419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office Open 10-2M- F

130 E. Washington Street

419-354-6036

www.bg apartmflnts.com

12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F

Summer Roommate Needed. MayAug 2 BR 2 bath, close to campus

vww.highlaridmgmt.com
Quiet Tenants Desired
Large 3 bedroom. C/A 125 Cnm
12 mo lease, available in August
$1000/mo. <■ util. (734)-789-8477.
Summer Subleaser Wanted.

32 Rooms Available!!
i
L

Downtown, Newly Remodeled

(419) 354-9740

2 FREE VISITS
With any 10 visit
package purchase
I I UN

1 MONTH

5 beds, 1 booth
closest to campus

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
r 6 bed, 2 bo0|hs
419-353-8826

800 3rd St.
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Parking and Laundry Facilities
Gas, Water & Sewer paid
616 2nd St.
3 Bedroom House
133-1/2 N Church St.
2 Bedroom Upper Duplex

in the standard
■ beds only &ne3$,,

THE HEAT
904E Wooster
419-352-3588

NOW LEASING 06-07

CAN WE HELP YOU? 352-3445.

THE
TANNING
CENTER
4rv»4 fW, 4«« ftoO

Lg. 3 BR. 2 Bath. Den, Cable/phone
hook-up-all brms, 5th St. Avail 5/06.
$750'mo. (419) 352-8872

summer lease, undergrad. or grad.,
May or Aug. start, 1 bdrm. or 2.

St.. Avail 8/06, $600 mo. Garage
Avail (419)352-8872

f

Call 330-7300596.

MARTEN RENTALS 352-3445
WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?
Furn. or unturn., 9 mo.. 12 mo., or

Lg., 2 BR, W/D. 1st Ft Duplex. 8th

419-354-6036
Ouiet Tenants Desired

Nice. 3 BR. 2 Bath, Lg'Kitch. A/C
CaUe/ph. hook-up-all brs. 5th St.
Avail 8'06. $795/mo (419) 352-8872

Winthrop Terrace Apartments.
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments.
419-352-9135

Suited tor Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
Homestead/Liberty
1 and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only
www.bghighlandmgm1.com

$280/mo -• electric and cable

Lg. 2 BR, W/D. Upstairs Duplex, 8th
St., Avail. 5/06, $600/mo..
(419) 352 8872

Spacious Copper Beech Apt.
$300/mo * utilities OBO
412-478-4820.

Palmer. 1 BR in 3 BR House. $600
lor ENTIRE Summer. 5110-8/25,
Call Dan @ (440) 221-9315

L appt. available

J lotions always

PrMwIrom
rsanprbi

M

! 25% Off!

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main
r 17 beds, 2 booths
419-354-1559
I no appt. needed

6-9-1? Month
Iwnivaiin?

MUKjMtmiotanpml

419-352-7691

Management Inc

— Stop by office for listing! —

419-728-0300 www.pertoria.com

'>

N

■

For Rent

Wendy's at the BGSU Union Open 7 days a week

Sunday-Saturday 10am-2am

H

1

0 V

For Rent

NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007

Wet*!

M

1
1

For Rent

• www.meccabg.com

or Southwest Taco Salad

■'

2 CONVENIENT BG LOCATIONS

LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to make
. your search easier.

Chicken Ceasar Salad

V

989 S. Main St. |Ne»i to Pagliai'sl
1058 N. Main St. (l/> From ol Goodwill

KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS

Spinach Chicken Salad

V

Qt/e C0]>z about ik uottn you djwk!

www.meccabcp.com
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STUDENT UNION
Do what tastes right."

Try one of our newest

.
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BO WE N.THOMPSON

Garden Sensations®Salads
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MOMH.

Lustful look
Unkempt
Singer Merman
The Evil One
Prudent management
1916 art sensation

63 California valley

Ear part
Actof Clift
.
Culture medium
Perimeter
Pebble, by definition
ERAS. e.g.
Skating arenas
Epsilon preceder
Reach across
"Norma _"
Secondhand purchase
Morales of "Bad Boys"
What 17A. 21 A. 56A & 64A are
Apportion (out)
Balance on ihe brink
Talk foolishly

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available for 2006
Monthly semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
8 25" TV Call 419-352-1520.
www.rjuckeveinnandsludic&gim

Close to campus $490 mo plus all
util. Small pets OK w/dep Available
immed.. May or Aug 419 409-1110.
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DOWN
1 _ Off it!
2 Yanks 3rd baseman
3 Slam loudly
4 Bear witness
5 Tour segment
6 Allow in
7 Borscht ingredient
8 Ernie's buddy
9 __ nitrate
10 Reed instrument
11 Link up with the Internet
12 One way to be taken?
13 Fringe benefits
18 Cup or pay attachment?
22 Period
24 Skater Lipinski
26 Bongo or conga
27 Facility
28 For fear that
29 Thin strip
30 First name in cartoon
skunks
33 Major ending?
34 Visionary
35 King topper
37 Puts into words

H'

Available August 15, 2006
3 bedroom houses
131 N. Church St.
718 Third St.
202 & 226 E. Merry
220 Dill St.
1 bdrm. apts: 443 N. Enterprise
2 bdrm. apts 112 Ridge St.
Call 686-4651 or 419-308-2458.

Retired teacher and professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor. 5 bdrm. 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot.
$255/ mo. includes all utilities. Call
after 7 and leave message.
(419)352-5523.
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Apartments & Houses
May & August
www.filerentais.com
419-353-8206 for appointment

Call now and ask aboul our specials
1 and 2 bedroom apts. available in
serene park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water and trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335.

• Spacious kitchen

RESERVATIONS

Watermill

brought to you by

"Uausss Avail 06-07 Ne«t to BGSU

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

For Rent

1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419.353 5800
info@meccabg com

